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PREFACE
Paul Marashio

Chair, Pedagogy Committee

Community is a sense 'of place where people come together. The
college community is subdivided into smaller, more intimate learning.
communities. These learding communities are comfortable places where
students and instructors share knowledge and learning with each other.
The purpose of these learning communities is to provide the learnings
necessary for a graduate to master the possibilities by moving from, a
restricted past to an expansive future.

The writers in this issue of the "Pedagogy Journal" offer us glimpses
into their respective learning communities, showing us how they bring
students together for the common purpose of learning. We arc giving a
view of teacher as learning guide, as a facilitator to group discussions
and activities. Often these instructors, to further enhance the harmoni-
ous, cooperativespirit -of a community, have the students working in
small,.intimate groups where they teach and learn together. The articles
in this volume of the "Pedagogy Journal" are a primer on how to build
your own learning community. The overriding pedagogy theme is "hands-
on" learning. To get a buy-in from the students to their sense of place,
the writers unanimously call for student engagement in the learning
process by students learning 'information, sharing the information, and
finally analyzing,or interpreting or evaluating or synthesizing the infor-
mation.

In these learning communities ,the students share a common purpose
they all desire to learn. Isn't that what education is about improve-

ment of self through the learnings cognitive and affectiVe obtained
in general education and career programs? And when these students
graduate from our collegesthey in turn become like small stones tossed
in the pond causing ripples that concentrically move away from the center
into a wider 'and wider expanse. Through those graduates our learning
communities have a positive impact upon the many other communities
that lie beyond ours.
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CREATING .CORlATUNEITY alA0 Q.
CORAVIUMITY COLLEGE

Sandra Cole

"The community college system is the Ellis Island of today," was a
theme struck at New Hampshire Community Technical College meetings,
last fall: That image of a welcoming entry way into a new world seems
apt. Our community technical collegesdo'Offer new possibilities to, our
students,a way_ to irnprove their lives both socially and educationally. .

And the, need for a sense of community in pur rapidly 'changing world
is plain.,Our colleges 'can offer to'students a sense of community which
might be inissini'in other parts of their lives. ,

in &der to provide a community learning experience we, as a college,
must be a united and cohesive community which can then offera secure
and Welcoming environment to the entering student rnembers..We must
be nurturing and supportive to each other before,we can be 'nurturing and
supportive to the members of our ever-evolving student population:. We
must he united behind the goals and pui-poses Of. our Community Tech-
nical College System as well as adherents to the personal heliefsWhicb
urged to becoine educators.

I work as Pfdgram Director for Project RISE, Clareinont's single,
parent program and find that many of the same characteristics are shared
by our'students and those who landed on Ellis IslanCThey bring with
them a .diversity. of ages, life exPeriences, educational levels, and culT
tural backgrounds. They are striving to make better lives for themselves
and often their families. They .are leaving' behind told ways': poverty,'
addictions, low skill,low pay jobs, abusive relationships. They are fac-
ing massive changes in their lives, a transition to a new culture that often.
includes learning a new occupational language. In many ways. they will
have to adapt to a new culture and our colleges.are,the islands on which
this happens. .

Fortunately our students bring With them many skills and personal
strengths, that will assist them in this transition. Knowledge from past
schooling and gbod basic working skills stand them in good 'stead. Of
major importance, though,.theit motivation to make a better life provides
the fuel to keep them going through the rigorous educationafexperience
that greets them at 'the doors of our colleges:

a
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Our students' chances of success increase wheh they have 'commu-
nity support in their quest to make a better life, much as immigrants with
family and other countrymen already in the new world-did. Our ccilleges'
supply a community in which it is safe to grow, both socially and edu-
cationally. The mission statement 'speaks of "responsiveness to all stu-
dents",and sets the tone for our colleges. The administrators in our corn-
munity provide the structure within whichwe are governed. The staff
provide help with the tasks which must be undertaken for smooth run-
ning of the. college. The faculty provide a learning atmosphere in which
students can use all-6f their strengths and learn to compensate for their
weaknesses. And the learning center personnel and counselors are there
to support studentS, both academically and personally, when difficulties
arise. Each fall we become a mix of old and new community members
who work to establish' a new variation on an ancient theme, establish-
ing a unique and vital learning community.

We.must be a strong united community within ourselves, working in
harmony so we can not only pfovide the most conducive learning envi--
ronment, but also provide positive co-worker role models. We can also
provide the support to each other that is needed to maintain our strength
during times of crisis. As ambassadors of the new,culture, we must dern-
onStrate both by word and deed the cooperative characteristics of the '-
World they will be entering.

Students entering our doors may be focused on acquiring job related
skills, ormay be beginning their quest, through higher education. They.
expect to I-earn from faculty and texts, but soon learn that the ,rich and

. varied experiences of their classmates add immeasurably to their ex'pe
hence. Many-find that the 'hands on' learning in their technical classes
better suits their learning style than the methods for'merly employed in
their high schools. But many also find the general education classes
enriching to their quality of life in ways they never thought possible,
teaching -them to think and problem solve in ways that contribute to future
successes.

When students, enter our doors' they know that they are undertaking
an educational experience. But perhaps the Most important experience
for many students will be the social experience of living in ,a `newworld'
from the one they are leaving behind: a world in which they are valued,
and encouraged to strive and succeed; a'world of peace, organization,
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and diSciplined learning. They may go, home to experience the 'crab
- bucket effect'- people clawing at them to keep them down, being noisy

and demanding when they want to study. But at the college they are
surrounded by a community of faculty and fellow students who encour:
age and assist them in their upward climb. Faculty act as mentors, guid-

. ing them through their educational experience and providing positive role,
models. The students in their program often become their greater[ sup-
port group, studying together and commiserating sincerely when things
dcin't go well at school or at home. And since 'birds of -a feather' do
occupationally flock together, that's nice for the unity of a program grOup.
They ako gain knowledge and skills in working with 'birds of other
feathers'in their general education classes and college organizationS such
as student senate.

While they are attending college, students are suspended between the
two ,worlds. But through, both, formal education and learning from the
examples of those around them, they can safely test their wings, learn-
-ing how to look, act, and even speak the new lingo they will need in the
world for which they arc preparing.

When ihey,enter the 'new world' upoti graduation, they are ready to,
assimilate with the professionals they have become. Figuratively they
have shed their babushkas and wool 'caps. Their appearances often change
remarkably and a straightforward look-you-in-the-eye attitude confirms
their greater self esteem. Graduation marks their disembarkation from
the safe haven where they.have ma-de their,transition.

Yes, we do stand as an open gate like Ellis Island, but 'unlike Ellis
Island we don't release then unprepared" into a strange world. In the
community of our colleges they slowly acelimate to their future world.
We have opened that world 'to them and now joyfully present them to
it- a gift to the future.t'



I've always been fascinated by those, who weave. L've watched
their hands as they skillfully pass the shuttle back and forth,

changing threads and colors as they go. I, become mesmerized by
their speed and their skill; forgetting for a time. the Piece they are

creating. As the work progresses and the material emerges,
I am, drawn to the design, to the patterns and the textures.

*tft..********,********;*

WORD WEAVE
Lynn Patriquin-

Ns*

We came together not ,so long Ago,,six .strangers, each here for our
'own reasons, each expecting to bled through thisiourney by our leader
with a map and a plan. Our leader, our common. denominator, informed
Us that first evening that there was an idea, a beginning; and agoal of
sorts but there were no direct or plotted roads from herd to there and no
real promise of one. We were, in uncharted lands, !baking for something
that might hot be there,' and we had only a short time, in the scheme Of
things, iodiscover whatever,it was we were looking for. We lost a trav-
eler in, the early week, but another joined us, as often happens 'in an
adventure tale, and we were richer and closer to the-award than we had
ever expected to be, for'n6w we had with us one who had traveled the
road from the beginning. f:

As we began the search for threads that tied the authors and their. works
to each other, we turned to Robert Frdst, the 'first recipient.'For me the
,uncertainty intensified; for poetry, intimidates me, and poetry interpre-
tation among strangers was enough to have me rethink this journey, but
as we read and discus'sed the poems I became intrigued, less intimidated
and decided to give it one more week.

As we discussed Hiroshima, by John Hersey, in our second session
we began to find threads, each of ours'slightly different,and although'
we didn't realize it then we had begun. to weave our owriOtterns. The
book had a different impact 'on each of us:For me; it was the sense of
renewal. Even as the City burned, people were drawn to the park, still
green and lu01. They followed the roads that took theM away from the
death that surrounded them and into life. The connections to Frost's Works
were 'plentiful, and we gained confidence.

A paper presenter' at the 1991 National Undergraduate Literature Conference.

1 ft
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, The weeks passed and the thieads multiplied and we each became more
and more aware of ,the' patterns that ,we were forming:. At times, an
author's work wouldn't fit into,my pattern and threads were left hang-
ing, but -through reflection and dikussion -those threads would be wo-
ven somewhere else.

We became aware. that the same words very often had diffefent mean-
.

ings to each of,us without changing the essence of the.story or the poem.
We read into the author's words our .own' experiences, emotions and pert
sonalities. The authors allowed us that butalways kept-us on the road they
Were paVing, and we realized -what skill these people have in their art.,

. We began to listen to the authors, and it brought a new dimension to
the project. Donald Hall was the first we heard on tape. Now, we were
hearirig the words we had read; presented in the voice 6f Ahe.author, as
he heard it in his mind and heart and soul. We prepared by reading books
of 'our own'choosing and I was surprised at my reaction. to String TO6
Short to.be Saved.Here were simple short stories of a man reminiscing.
about the time he spenton his grandfather's farm while he was growing
Op. I became depressed and even angry fr6m time to time and I would
put the book down- and read his poetry. But the stories moved me and
called me back. In The Wild Heifers, Hall writes of the day when he was
fourteen that he realizes the stories of.his grandfather are so much more
than tales to enjoy.:He writes:

He was giving his life to me,,handing me a baton in
a race, and I took his anecdotes as a loving entertainment,
when all of them, even the silliest, were matters of life ,

and death.

I realizedthen that it wasn't the stories-of Hall's youth that angered
me, it was my own regrets at not having saved, the storiesthat were' told
to mean those years.ago. Unlike Hall, I had lost those strings and frag-
ile threads to my past

We listened to his readings from the Hale awards and he became real
to me. He's a man who has a sense of humor, and a wonderful voice,
and he even' made a mistake or two. I couldn't help put smile as he read
The Ox Cart Man, a poem he transformed into an award winning
children's book. There was no way' that I could know that evening, that
in .the not too distant future, Donald Hall would be sitting at our ban-

12
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quet table, the ruins of a turkey dinner, -apple pie and coffee between us
and that I would ask him about The Ox Cart Man. There was.no way I
could know of his excitement and his awe of the poem. And I knew as
he talked about The Ox Cart Man that it had been a gift to him. He spoke
of the years that he worked on theoriginal-poem, and of the decision to
write the children's book. He spoke like a, child who had made an in-
credible discovery, words spilling-out, eyes dancing, body poised as if
he would jump out of his seat. Then he paused as if making a decision,
and he turned and said, "It was a gift .. :Itreally was.", almost as if we
wouldn't believe him. But, I had known. I'm a believer in gifts. And after
he left the table those words haunted me. They. drifted'into my thOughts
as'Kearns Goodwin spoke of LBJ and the ROosevelts. They followed me
home riding high on the bright October moon. They became entangled
in my thoughts, whispering to me like a. secret, and the search became
personal. The purpose of my journey shifted, the direction was less sure,
the vision less clear. I found I had to take along, deep breath and look
back across the roads I had traveled.

In that. journey back, I returned to the night we were asked to try. to
imagine some of the characters of different authors meeting each other. -

At first 'it seemed an odd*request, but knowing our leader and trusting
her I followed her down that path. As read different pieces by differ-
ent authors I became 'intrigued with what might happen if certain char-
acters did know each other. I wondered what it would be like if the
soldiers from Torn Wicker's novel Unto This Hour were to find the sol-
diers in Hiroshima, huddled deep in the bushes' of the park, their faces
burned, their eyes gone. Or what would it be like if Frost's hired man,
Silas, visited Maxine Kumin's neighbor Henry Manley? I've imagined
them sitting by the fire in Henry's shack, sipping Applejack and cack-'
ling over stories of lofig ago: They complain about the conservationists
and college boys. And I've seen the look of fear that passes over their
faces as night begins to fall. They shiver, throw another, log on the fire
and try to shoo the ghosts away.

I thought about Doris Kearns Goodwin, who was the guest of honor
at that. same banquet, talking about her imaginings, those things she
couldn't put in her books because there were no facts to back them up,
talking about what' might have happened if Roosevelt's guests humped
into -each other in the hallways of the White House late at night in their

'robes and slippers. Her playing the imagining game too, somehow gave

13
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more credence to what we had been doing. After all, here was a woman
whose" search for the truth has taken her places no one.else hasTh6ught
to go, a. woman who will check a fact until the leads run dry, before
Writing a word. Yet she can play with the history she uncovers, fuming
it over in her own imagination, perhaps in doing so,-giving more depth
to the people-she's chosen to write about.

We read the poems of some of the authors and their:comments about -
why they selected these poems that Were special to them. Some, like Hall,
saw particular pieces as gifts. Such poems seemed to write themselves,
coming from a place deep within the poet. They were inspired by some
outside forCe that brought forth that which lay hidden within themselves.
They write about being led by the piece, being the vessel through which
the poem was written. Kuthin shied away from analyzing her process,
not wanting to meddle with her muse. She wrote, "I, don't even write
because I want to, but more because I have to."

Listening to Wicker and Goodwin, I would hear that same kind of
wonder and excitement in their voices when speaking about a certain piece
or character. I came to realize that writing is an adventure for these writ-
ers.'It is exciting, full 'of discoveries, and somehow theultimate thrill is
still just out'of their reach: What would the ultimate thrill be I wonder?
What could these word weavers find that would somehow satisfy them?

For me the longest and strongest thread that weaves these authors'
together is, the depth' and power of their writing. The layers are not piled
one on top of the other but are beautifully interwoven details. Some of
the pieces are like the intricately woven webs of a 'spider whose deli-
cate threads connect to each other forming a beautiful but strong entice-
ment. Like the unsuspecting prey of the spider, we are drawn into the
Word weavers' webs, by words, imagery and the'power of their honesty.
The authors haVe the courage to reach deep within Themselves and the
expertise to express those emotions as powerful' images with words: So
often I would read a piece and believe that I had gotten everything pos-
sible out of it. I would go to class and find that each of my classmates
had seen or felt something different and unique to the work, yet each of
us had the same 'understanding of the story or poem or essay. Often I
would be drawn back into a piece, so powerful was the writing.

I had been so deeply- involyed with the project, searching for threads
and roads and common grounds, that I had quite forgotten about the
person for whom the award _was named. In my imaginings about Silas

8
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and Henry, about those who survived Hiroshima and those who fought
in the South, I never thought to include Sarah. What would she say about
these authors and their work? Would she approve of the choices that have
been made in her name? I went back to the library one cold Saturday
morning in November andrequested to look through her books in the
case in the room named for Sarah. I followed the page up the stairway
and breathed in that smell that only, older libraries seem tohave and
remembered times from my past and thought of Donald Hall and his past
and smiled at the thought of_ his excitement when speaking of The Ox
Cart-Man. AO waited for the young page to unlock the glass-cabinet, I
looked around the now familiar room. I ran my hand over the dark wood
of the massive table; and read the names of the authors I had known so
little about just a few months before. Frost, Wicker, Kearns Goodwin,
Hall and Kumin. Now, I know their work, know their voices; the search
had become so personal. The page cleared her throat,' and as I turned,'I
realized I was no longer sure what I was looking for. The'thick leather
volumes of the "Lady's Book" and yellowed copies of "Godeys Maga-
zine" awaited-, and as I chose'the 1856 volume of-the "Lady's. Book", I
felt as if I had found the golden thread, the one that would somehow tie
this part of the search together. The page inquired how long I planned
to be, and distracted, I said I didn't know, a half an hour, maybe niore.
I opened the book and my senses were filled with time that had passed,
the crackle as I tinned the fragile, Yellowed pages;, the musty smell; all
reminded me of the years gone by, and from somewhere deep inside of
me, Kumin softly whiSpered "Our ground time here will be brief". And
as I wandered through the pages, drifting back in time .I became aware
of all that was contained in this. volume. There was history and poetry,
prose and biography. There were stories about human nature and adven-
ture, and I realized more than I ever had before that the thread that tied
the award winners together was the thread that tied them to Sarah. It was
the diversitY of the"writing, the depth and expanse.of it. I couldn't help
but imagine Sarah smiling and nodding as each new author was added,
never excluding one because they wrote in a different style or technique
but, accepting each for their individuality. I imagined her excitingly tak-
ing a poem from here, an essay from there and an excerpt from a third
source and editing them together in a booklet to "sell" the author being
honoied. I imagined her packing the houSe on award night, and I imag-
ined her giving young writers, unknown writers, hopeful writers a chance

9
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to strut their stuff on the same stage as the guest of honor. The imagiri-
ing happened swiftly, like imaginings often do, but I feel them was some
truth in it. She is an incredible lady.

************

As with the weavers that weave the rich,
. deeply patterned cloth on their looms,

So too do the word weavers' create beautiful material.

Their threads are words, their looin, the pen.

And as the weavers tave.a gift of creating fabric to wrap our bodies,

The word weavers have the gift of creating pieces to
wrap our minds, our hearts

And as I turn back to watch the weaver at the loom;

I realize there's a poetry in the work ...
a rhythm,- a mystery.

Lynn Patriquin
December 10, .1996.
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STUDENTS H TRANSrOON:
A ORDEVDNO PROCESS

Marcel A. Diwks

The following essay discusses three assumptions about our student
,body. The first assumption is that many a student here at the Institute is
"a person who lives out of or lives out his or her family's hopes, ideals
and. fantasies. The,,second assumption is that a number of our students
proceed in and out of many gains and losses during their stay of two years
with us. And finally, the third, assumption contends that most of our stu-
dents struggle with the natural grieving that accompanies the transitions
they experience throughout the Admission-to-,Gradualion process.

These assumptions are theyesult of intuitive observations and personal
interactions with a sizeable cross-section'of our student population for over
twenty-seven. years. Since intuition and subjective. feeling can be right-off
center as often as it can be right-on center, please, let your own experi-
ence guide your critical analysis of these remarksThey are meant toopen
creative ,exchanges among' all of us ,w ho,offer services to students.

'The folloWing contains a discussion 'of each of the three assumptions
as well as final considerations and implications based on Psychoanalytic
and psychodynamics and Core Energetic body psychotherapy.

LIVING'OUT OF OR LIVING OUT
Students here, as well as students elsewhere, who LIVE OUT OF the

hopes, ideals and fantasies that they learned back home in the private
myth of their respective families, in the'commiinal understanding of their
community, in the professed "oughts and shoulds" of the greater culture,
have an adventure awaiting them as they begin college. Their stay_ with
us may well bring them to a more conscious grasp of their personal and
individual views and gOals. Sometimes, it brings them to a re-evalua=
tion of what they held dear; even'of what they had previously thought
unchangeable. If, for a particular student, it is the increasingconscious-
ness that awaits him or her, hebr she may experience a loss of certainty,
of ,innocence, ,and may be subject to the pangs of grief. If for anOther
particular student, it is the process Of re-evaluation that begets a change,
the student may experience a loss of fidelity to one's self and to one's
origins and thereby suffer,the throes of traitorous sharne, doubt and dimi-
nution of self-esteem.
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In both cases, the individual has participated in the dispelling of dark-
, ness and in the dawning of new inner light at the unavoidable cost of
moral and psychological "sin" and even guilt as the price of increased
autonomy:

On the other hand, students of whatever age, whopersist and insist in
. LIVING OUT the family's hopes, ideas, and fantasies as an imposed boy-,
alty and who would even defend this trilogy as sacroscant and untouch-
able are destined tOpostpone the necessary work of identity formation and
consolidation. They are digging a temporary grave for themselves instead
of a well to the deeper waters of selfhood. They are frozen in place. They
are suffering from a potentially severe developmental arrest. They are
caught in and by the collective opinions. They are fixated in. rigid thoughts,
feelings and judgements. They have assumean ill-fitting and unseasoned
mantic of adulthood before their time. They are not shedding their
ted armor. They are on the road to an ever more regressed state which will
only fester long enough to infect theifuture with maladaptive behavior
and even psychophysiological- disorders.

The sadness in this is that they may never know that the source of
their stress is principally from within and not from without. And, while
they are with us, they may be, in appearance, well served by their bor-
rowed persona and automatic personality; and thereby escape our busy
eyes. But less we forget it, this student's own true self, the I at the per-
sonal center, groans-and suffers through its own slow and painfully
delayed birth. This student, however consciously unamenable to an in-
tervention, is in transition nonetheless:

GAINS AND-LOSSES
Our students experience many losses during the intense two years of

education and. training in our programs. They lose 'their prior adaptive
competence and functional identity as they transition from their prior roles
to that of neophyte student. That many undergo a transitory loss of con
fidence in their ability to. cope not. only at school but also at home, at
work and at play - does not surprise us. The rising tide of even modest
feelings of inferiority does restrain and curb initiative with the ensuing
lowering of a sense of-competence. in the very art of living.- The over
compensation to this psychic state is often unfoUnded grandiosity to cover
the regression into feelings of inferiority.

12
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From one course to the other, from one clinic to the next, from the
basic lab to the advanced one, from one semester to the other, from the
freshman year to the second and last one, the cyclical and spiral return
to new beginnings almost always implies the loss of some transitory self-
esteem in the service of a more lasting one.

-However organic, however rhythmic the stages of development in all
doinains: physical, cognitive, emotional, social and ethical; we all, and
our students included, know something about the natural, and necessary
grieving that composes the, warp and woof of creative change. Begin-
ning with the physical domain; we can say that the physical stability of
adulthood is won only after a hard fought and heroic contest with the
instinctual energies of prolonged adolescence. The gain of a relatively
balanced physical stability implies accepting the loss of an all-too-en-
ticing aggressive and erotic-impetuosity.The gain of new concepts and
of new cognitive processes beyond the mere assimilation of additional
intellectual aliments or nutrients involves the building of new mental
accommodations. And, this speaks of the obligatory discarding of famil-
iar but outmoded concepts and cognitive processes and the gain of an
increased emotional awareness:

The acquisition of more self-directed management of one's passions
requires the loss of those irresponsible spontaneous episodes called the
"I-don't-know-what's-got-over-me" events. The gain in social/interper-
sonal skills also necessitates the losses experienced through incidental
and also deeply felt rejections. Rela.tionship, closeness, intimacy is in-
dividually possible only if one is faithful to one's own identity and risks
offending others even in an alienating way. The capacity for aloneness
is the condition of togetherness. And finally, the gain of a more informed
and more fully chosen ethical system of values does not come to pass
without some anguishing over the loss of Previous moral security: the
familiar price of liberation.

Many of these gains and losses, four year students spread out over
twice the amount of time allotted to most of those in our system. We could
ask ourselves whether the impact of this change exacts a greater toll given
the compfessed time span?

NATURAL GRIEVING
What then might be a clinical psychodynamic picture of the student who

is struggling with the natural grieVing that is a consequence of being in a
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multifaceted and multifactored.tranSition? Without developing the familiar
matrix of bereavement and grief, some of the normal SyMptoms of grief may
be of some help tour in identifying and supporting a student "in transition".

The intensity of the grief suffered depends, in great part, on the
significance of the object that is lost to the person losing it. The more
directly linked the object is to the person's sense of self, the greater
will be .the loss and the subsequent grieving piocess. If we were to
compound all of 'the losses and all of the transition experiences men-
tioned above, we could see an individual*displaying the following
syndrome.

At first, the student would,be at least bewildered: might feel numb
by it all. The primitive defenses of denial, prOjectiOn and rationalization
would kick in at first and would initially ward off the awareness of pain
which would eventually still make itself felt. Given the losses, the stu-
dent would feel some emptinesS, some sadness and might even experi-
ence some sleep diSturbances including awakening dreams.

If the losses are pervasive enough, the student may despair to some
degree about, the purposefulness of the changes which beset him or her.
There May,be some reduced ability to. feel pleasufe, some restlessness,
some fatigue.' The student may. complain about.a number of physical
symptoms such as: loss of appetite, headaches, gastrointestinal distur-
bances, dizziness. Some snidents mayWithdraw into isolation; others may
throw. .thernselves into excessive activity and desperately seek to be and
to stay in the company of peers.

The sadness that Many feel is mixed with anger at the real or imagi-
nary abandonments by those they had identified in the past, or presently
identify, as their nurturing agents. "Why is somebody not taking care of
me?" and "Why can't I do it all by myself?" are two hounding internal
harangues torturing such a. student. The realization of this conflict can
beget additional self-reproach, intensified depreSsion and maybe even a
final despairing capitulation in the form of academic failure or withdrawal
for all sorts of declared, reasons; not' to speak of the ultimate illusory
answer'to the question "What is-there for me now": namely, suicide. Some

-others would have answered with a more reversible numbing .remedy:
abilse.4 aleohol and/or of other drugs or even other at risk behaviors
such as unprotected sex.
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A FEW IMPLICATIONS
The work that we might be called to do would be akin to "grief work".

We can be of some help to these students from Orientation to Commence-
ment and at any point in between sand occasionally after as well. WE can
assist them in reclaiming the emotional energy (libido) which has turned
to self-accusation, to feelings of worthlessness, to self defeating behav-
iors, to body armoring. We can often promote their healthy development
if we can allow and sustain their "transitory" attachment_to us. The more
a student has suffered from early unreliable and/or confusing parental care-
giving, the more insecure and the more vulnerable he or she will be to
chronic grief in life, including their transitions/passages here with us.

For that student, we can stand tranferentially in the place of the wished-
for nurturing other. We can be an adult who is willing to accept the tran-
sitory dependence of the student. And then, in time, also facilitate the .

eventual separation without activating their fear of abandonment.
We can teach, direct, advise, confront, counsel and, support all in the

same breath as we speak the truth in the here and. now of their passage,
of their transitions.

Ina more physical way, in the language of the body, we might'con;-
sider how we look at the sttident; how we see the student; how much
eye contact we can tolerate with the student. We might observe how we
stand with the student, stand up for the student, stand up for our self;
how we help the student stand up for self. We might take note of our
ability to stay in place and hold our ground. with the student; how we
promote the student's ability to be personally centered:-to be, skilled at
living in. the here and now with us, with others.

We might, even experiment with being in the presence of the student
for the purpose of simply experiencing the uniqueness of this other whom ,

we are privileged to mentor for a. brief moment, and by whom we are
willing to be affected in our core self in the exercise of our calling as
educators"-
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BANGING HOME THE COWS

(Observation into Description)
Paul Khykula

"Shoot black and white," Walt said. "It's cheap and you can develop
it yourself."

I nodded.
."Next,.go out and shoot and shoot and shoot! Just pick anything and

shoot it from every conceivable angle. Find something special about it
and shoot and shoot and shoot."

With those instructions; I started my training as a photographer;..a 25
year path that would lead nie to video production; TV'news shooting and
editing, promotional script writing, and then eventually to..what do
today: teach baSic writing to developmental English students.,

I have always been'inter'ested in photography, but had only dabbled,
in it 'until I moved into a new apartment in the country- with my. wife.
Walt, our new neighbor, was a professional photographer, and,along with
his advice about shooting and his books on photography, he gave 'me a
new way to see the worldand a new career.

"Look' at somethinganythingvery, very, very closely and see how
it changes from different angles," he continued. "There will be -Some-..
thing unique in everything you look at. Come 'on, I'll show you."

Off we went, down the hill to thepasture that was behind the reno-
vated farmhouse where we lived. At dirt.the bottom of the hill, across a di
road and enclosed by a weathered-gray, split-rail fence; was 'a long nar,

row field. There were tenor so Holstein cowsthe blaCk-and7white
-onesgrazing together, heads down, intent on a mid-afternoon meal. Walt
bent over and squeezed between the railings and walked into the center
of the herd and started shooting. I could hear the, rapid clicks of. the
camera shutter, separated by the quick mechanical purr of his Nikon's
power advance. I followed hesitantly, clutching my own camera, a bit
afraid of the cows and careful as to where I stepped. If the cows didn't
seem to be bothered by Walt and his clickTpurr-clicking, they were defi-
nitely curious about me. Two, of the larger ones came right at me and
pushed their wet pink noses up at my face to get a better smell. I passed
their inspectionharmless and nonedibleso they turned away and went
hack to munching on clumps of grass. Their legs and -flanks were cov

.ered with mud and dirt. The flies buzzed around them, darting back and
forth, avoiding the swirling flicks of the cows' whip-like tails.
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While I was dodging the cows, Walt was snapping off shot after shot.
He told me w start shooting.. did and after 15 minutes I thought I'd.
taken every possible picture of every -cow in the field. Walt continued
shooting for maybe another 10 or '15 minutes while I stood at a distance
and watched:

A half -hour, later, we had developed and printed out our contact sheets
of the cows in his darkroom. Every one of his pictures was interesting. -
Ile had taken a multitude of different shots: two full rolls of 36. There
were close-up, medium, and wide shots; he had changed framing, angles
and position, adjusted depth of field, balanced groupings, and used back-.
lighting and shadowing. Every frame seemed to have a different point
of view. They all had what Walt called "a feel" to them. These weren't
just any cows; they ,were cows with character.

Mine all had a homogeneous look to them. Yes, they were cows, but
there was nothing 'to distinguish one from the other or one group from
another.' There. was no detail, nothing to make the picture more than" just
a picture of any cow. My -Cows weren't unique.

"This is how a photographer sees the world," Walt said -holding up
one of his proof sheets.

I went back to the field many times after that, and every time I found
.

more and more ways to take pictures of the exact same herd of animals.
Indeed, they now became individual cowseach-with something to dis-
tinguish it from the others. I also took thousands of pictures of thefences,,.
flowers, grass and trees in that 'field. .I began taking shots of the
tumbledown stone walls, rutted dirt roads and old rusted, abandoned farm
equip:lent. I began to see details in everything. The world had opened
up to me because I could see as a photographer sees. It is a beautiful
way to seealways interesting and somehow exciting.

Now, what does this have to do with teaching basic Every-
thing! Observation is ,the first step to writing well. Developing writers
need to be able to observe the world closely if they are ever going to be
able to write about it. The ,visual sense is the strongest sense for most
people; it is.their primary way of interpreting the world. To observe means
to take in the visual element and to abstract it, to describe it as best you
can with words. To observe closely is to refine your image and give it
distinguishing features. In other words, to give the cow character. If
observation is looking at life with a photographer's eye, describing is
looking .at life with a writer's eye.'
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One of the first assignments I give my.students.at the beginning of a
.semester is to observe a gathering of people for 15 minutes or so. Ob-
serve a picnic, people eating at a cafeteria or restaurant, a group at a party;
an auction, a tag sale or sporting event. I tell them to take notes about
what they see, and go home, and write about what they observed. I do
not tell them what to look for specifically; I just tell them to note and
write down everything they see. .

During the next class,I have everyone read their observations out loud.
Most of the students have Just taken quick notes without much depth.

We were eating at a crowded restaurant. There was a family
of five at the table next to us. A mother and father; two small boys,
and a baby girl. The father had finished eating and looked mad.
The mother was helping her daughter and one of the boys was
playing with his food. Tlk father said something to one of the boys
and he stopped playing with his food. They finished dinner, the
father paid the check, and they left.

Pretty sketchy. It's more like a list of things, a functional nontoxic list
but a lista the same :The, scene and the people don't really have "a feel"
to them; it's just a bland, homogenized view of the scenecows with-
out character. Just snapping pictures.

Most of the timeand so far I havebeen luckythere are one or two
students who have really gotten involved with their observations. They
are starting to see with a photographer's eye.

We were too hungry to wait 15 minutes for a table in the non-
smoking section,' so we told the hostess we'd take the table in
the smoking section. She seated us in the far corner of the
resiaurant near the entrance to the kitchen. Our table was
jammed in next to one with a family of five crowded around it.
The father,- a thin man- with oily, black hair, had just finished
his meal, and was smoking a cigarette. Opposite him, at the

, other end of the table, his wife was busy helping their baby
_daughter cut her meat. The mother and daughter both had
bright blond hair pulled back into tight ponytails that were tied
with matching blue ribbons. The little girl was about 3 or 4
and looked like her mother. She had a round pretty face with
fair complexion. The mother and daughter bothwore'.g. old
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pierced earrings. The little girl was bouncing up and down,
looking back and forth from table to table. She watched us for
a, moment. I think she was more interested in everything going
on, around her than in eating: One of the two boys, 'he looked
about 5 or 6, had one hand on his chin and was stirring his
mashed potatoes around the edge of the plate with his fork: His
father barked at him to stop and then crushed out" his cigarette.
The boy stopped, but started up again, once his father start-
ing talking to his mother.

This scene is fuller and richer because the framing and focus is chang-
ing all the time--4irst the father, then the mother and daughter, the boys
next and then back to the father. Little bits of information start to'build
up as the camera angles change and we see more of each person. Rela-
tionships are starting-to form as interactions take place; the people have,
the' ring of reality to them"a feel ", -as Walt would say.-

After listening to all of the observations'and discussing them, the rest
of students begin to understand That, there is more to view in any situa-
tion than just the obvious. They .start to see the power 'of detail and-the
need for the use of different,. more specific, descriptive words.

.From the observation exercise, I continue with more assignments de-,
signed to open up the students to their other senses; sound, touch; smell,
and taste. But; at this point, I am content for them just to have made the

connection' between the visual and the written.
Hopefully, they have learned to see the character in the cows.,
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YES, YOU WILL USE MATH
AGAIN D THIS IS WHY!

Bruce Gordon

...mathematical ideas originate in empirics*...As a mathematical dis-
cipline travels far'from its empirical source, or still more, if it is a second
and third generation only indirectly inspired by ideas coming from 'real-
ity', it is beset with very grave dangers...there is a'grave danger that the
subject will develop along the line of least resistance, that the stream, so
far from its source, will separate into a 'multitude of insignificant branches,
and that the discipline will -become a disorganized mass of details and
complexities. (From the collected works of John vent Neumann).

John von Neumann isn't commonly discussed during casual conver-
sations in most households, but he is known in mathematical and sci-
entific circles and is generally considered to haVe been a brilliant indi-
vidual who made significant contributions in theoretical mathematics,
physics, and computer science. This article isn't a biography of von
Neumann; it is about doing math and experiencing math. von Neumann's_
prowess in theoretical mathematics is indisputable, yet, as evident in
the opening quotation, he never lost sight of the fact that much of what
drives the development of mathematics are phenomena that occur all
around ,us. Isaac Newton was motivated to develop calculus by the desire
to"desc-ribe nonuniform motion. Newton's famous inverse square law
force of gravity, which stood,for centuries before being "improved" by"
Einstein, was deduced 'from observations of the Moon's motion. I
wouldn't claim for a nanosecond to be even close to the same league
as von Neumann, Newton, or Einstein, but if they could find inspira-
tion for their mathematics froi-n the natural world, why can't wethe
teachers of mathematics?

Before anyone utters an angry rebuttal, something like, "I always use
examples in my math classes", or something stronger that's unfit to print,
let me say that's godd, but I think we need to go further. A textbook ex-
ample is just that. Usually math textbook examples, are somewhat contrived
and seldom show the origins of the equations that are used as examples.

Empirical/limpirics: relying on experience or observation.-..originating in or based pin observation or experience. Capable
of being verified or disproved by observation or experiment. (Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary)
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I employ a somewhat radical departure from the mainstream-approach;
I do experiments, or rather my students do them. A discussion of a
mathematical topic is tremendously more relevant and engaging if That,
topic is built on a solid empirical foundation. One might draw many
different parabolas for hours on end with or without the aid of technol-
ogy,' but that shape will 'mean a lot more to a student if it is plotted from
data collected from the trajectory of a' projectile, or the crossection of a
microwave antenna or the position-time data from. a freefall experiment.

Some readers are undoubtedly thinking, I don't have a microwave
antenna, so what use .is that example? I know most budgets aren't too
impressive these days, but for about $150, one could buy, a small satel-
lite dish that will last forever. The trajectory of a projectile can be plot-.
ted with impressive accuracy using a tennis ball, a blackboard, and close
to the board several pairs of eyes owned by. eager students ready: to plot.
the position of the ball as they see it fly by. As for some of the other
experiments, they can be accomplished with simple, inexpensive equip-
ment or perhaps some gadgetry available in most science labs. have
the good fortune of teaching all my courses in a science lab, but for those
without that luxury I'd like to suggest a creative scheduling idea. Sched-
ule a math hour (or more) 'a week,' if possible, in a science lab; that way,
apparatus will be readily available.

Many simple, and again inexpensive, items are easily acquired that
will yield linear data. Masses of M&M's plotted against number, sun-
rise and sunset times over a week, or .a simple Model of a human arm
with a spring scale for a biceps and some masses for a load at the "hand"
will producerlinear and, readily analyzed data. 'emphasize the analysis
aspect since the acquisition of real data provides the opportunity to
analyze a situation in more depth than the typical textbook example
pbovides. Also, students are more likely to be engaged in'the work since
they. will "own" the data.

An inexpensive but analysis-intensive experiment is what I call "walk
the plank". Put a five or six foot 2X8 across a pair of bathroom scales with
each scale under opposite ends of the plank. Elicit the help of a student
who isn't weight-conscious to slowly -side-step his way across the plank
from one end to the other all the while recording the indicated weights
from both scales. Graphs of both scale readings as a "function of distance
will produce straight intersecting lines. The concepts of positive and nega-
tive slopes, y intercepts, and the graphical method of solution of two si:
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multaneous equations by intersection are illustrated by this simple and
quickly perfornied experiment. The intersection occurs at the middle point
of the plank which is what intuition predicts.-Because of the breadth of
the concepts involved, the analysis has some depth to it. I will even go so
far as to say,make sure the students present their answers to the slope and
intercept with correct units! Too often in math books variables are generic,
but that's not the way it is in real life. Bringing the students back to real-
ity with this connection reinforces therelevance of the 'math. Simple
manipulations witbunits can be used to reinforce concepts from fraction
arithmetic, and we all know fractiOns are a nemesis for most students.

What if you don't want to incorporate science experiments into math,
or if your students are all business majors, how can you make the math
relevant to them? Students can plot the Dow Jones Average as a func-
tion of a long period of time and then make a linear, or quadratic, or
exponential fit to the data. The level of sophistication is dictated by the
level of the class. They can predict a' future value based on their model.
They might get lucky and come close with their prediction or their al-
most certain dismal failure will teach them a lesson in the probabilistic
and somewbat chaotic nature of the stock market A similar exercise can
be accomplished by plotting and modeling used car prices. Students could.
actually collect data by visiting automobile dealerships, but if time is
'tight, they 'can-use the N.A.D.A. blue book. Again, mathematical mod-
els can be determined to describe the data and predictions made about
future values of vehicles. This is also a good reality check that illustrates
the rapid depreciation of a typical automobile.

Food packaging contains a wealth of information that can be used to
investigate concepts such as percentage, ratio and proportion and simple
functions. There are many statistics presented in the typical list of nec-
essary nutrients and inevitable poisons present in our foodstuffs. Students
can compare claiins between different food packages to look for consis-
tency in, say, recommended daily allowances of saturated fat orprotein.
Students can plot calorie content versus fat or carbohydrate, or protein
percentage and look for correlations. Doing some surveys and investi-
gating the demographics of their own 'institutions can provide students
with some interesting statistics. You are only liMited by what is taste-
fully or socially acceptable!

Can I honestly say I' veturned on all students to math by having them
experience math? Unfortunately, no I can't!, However, I do think'' hav'e
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turned fewer students off to math with this approach. I'm not advocat-
ing that we totally abandon traditional methods, such as formal proofs;
I just think we should introduce as many concepts as possible from the
perspective of real-world-immerse-yourself-in-it phenomena. I think tech-
nology has its place, but. I'M not its slave. I think the more instances in .

which students are directly involved collecting data- without the inter-
vention of some fancy computer.interface, the better. Once they have the ,

data.and if their sophistication warrants it, the analysis of the data may
be facilitated with the use of some appropriate technology. The most
important thing is that the teacher and the students have some, fun do=
ing math, because if they do, the students will continue to learn math.t
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,fiW\GES OF THE AMERMAN NYTH:
AN DNVESTMATION-OF

-MINE ,TEIME TELEVOMON

. Paul Marashio

":..understanding and interpreting images in many Tespects,
is now almost More iniportant than the printed word."

Gordon A mbac h
Introduction

Several years ago the Cannon Rebel joyously' exclaimed, " Imageis
Evetything." This exclamation speaks to the audience who tune into

time television, especially to dramas and adventure programs. Even
though,annual television audience ratings indicate a decline in television
viewing, millions of people continue to watch the electronic storyteller.
During the. prime time hours; the electronic storyteller transmits to the
attentive viewer America's cultural myths, values, beliefs, dreams, and
character. Through the stories, appealing.plots and' characters, powerful
images reinforce how we,detine and shape America's National identity.
Since many viewers see television as an entertainment medium and a
large percentage of 'people watch television regularly, at least on 'the' ,
average of 5 1/2 hours per day, it .seems appropriate for a Unit studying'
the medium's impact ,be,included in ,social sciences, English, arid/or.
hunianities courses. The following unit entitled "The Electronic Story-
teller:is used' with my students in Myth in 20'h Centuty United States
Culture, an American Studies course, for a two week venture into,the
world of Prime Time Television. _

Overview/Outcomes
Studentsare given .a list of prime time television drama/adyenture-

progrands. They are asked to choose two one-hour prime time shows to
view. In addition, students are assigned a television script to read.

Using a values chart, a series of character readingcharts, and a gen-
der traits chart, the students formulate interpretations and analyses about .

the inhabitants residing in television land. The liurposes for this study-
of "The Electronic Storyteller" *are to determine how myth '(national
ideology),.values, gender roles and character traits are transmitted to the
viewers by this pOpular medium.: The primary question for the stud);
becomes- the age old humanities question - who are we?
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Time Period
This activity can range from three to six fifty-minute.class sessions.

A handout - The Electronic:Storyteller (see below) is distributed to the
students. I review the assignment with the students explaining the unit's
requirements. The students are assigned to use the questions in the hand-
out as a way and means of collecting data. Included in The Electronic
Storyteller's packet are: a values chart with the definitions of, several
values, and three character reading charts, (hero, love interest, and vil-
lain). Quantitative data for each character reading chart is collected from
both the television script:and the two television programs. During the
first class the students compile data from the three character reading
charts to give students a larger chunk of raw data to analyze. Afterwards,
the students discuss and analyze the raw data, making inferences and
eventually formulating interpretations: Following this sharing session the
students discuss the data collected from the questions on page one of the
research packet for their specific television programs. What the students
discover during this sharing session is that even though' each television
program is different there are patterns common to all television programs.
This comes as a -revelation for many of .the students.

The Electronic Storyteller
Goal: Understanding how myth and values are transmitted through

the Popular Culture of Television.

Learning Objectives:
Content - Students will learn of the major myths transmitted by
primetime.televisiOn.

Collection. Students will learn how to collect evidence using mate-
rials available from electronic and printed formats.

Analysis Students will come to understand the process model em-
ployed by humanities in examining evidence. ,

Synthesis - Students will master the ability to produce a coherent, final
written synthesis of evidence that includes a thesis and conclusion(s)
based on responsible use of the evidence and through demonstration
of writing, editing, proofreading, and computing skills.

Television is America's electronic storyteller. In ancient times a people

sat around, the campfire listening to the storyteller spin and weave a tale;
in contemporary times people sit in a dimly lit room viewing the elec-
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tronic storyteller. Television, like a storyteller, imparts'to the audience
myths through the tales it tells about a land inhabited by a'people who
share common language, beliefs, Values, morals and history.

Your assignment is to view the tales of the electronic storyteller se-,
lecting two from an, action adventure, or 'a detective or a western, or a
draina,or a combination. Then answer the following questions:

What myth(s)' are imparted by;the story?
From the "Values" sheet identify the values imparted by the story.
Were you satisfied with the ways in ,which values. were handled?
Is American TV too violent?
Do a "violence count" the numbers and types of violence responses

draw your own. conclusions.
What patterns do you see in these stories? (plot/characters)
From the "Character" reading sheet identify the Characthr traits of
the major characters in the story.
How does the electronic storyteller influence, perceptions of men,
Women, race, ethnicity, age and physical appearanCe?,
Who liveS in TV land?

,How.do they behaV e?
WhO has the symbols of power?
What are the symbols of power?
What values, beliefs,' and ethics do they hold in common?
Define and identify the American character,
Is TV a large mirror, reflecting back to the American people an' im-
age of American culture/society?
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Character trait

Character Reading
The Value Structure of Characters

HERO

Gender Mgl@ . female

Nation !ISA' Lamb Aga

Place &Lel Frontier Space

Time Eitfil Present . future

Age . Young Middle Age seniors

Race White Flack. Asian Hispanic"

Class Middle timer Working Class

Type of Job .'' . Professionals Petectiva Angel Lam WarribrNigilante

Job Motivation

Marital status Single Married Widowed Pivorced

Love status

Parental status

Body

. Hair

Face

Name'
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Character' Reading
The. Value Structure of. Characters.

VILLAIN

Gender Male Female

Nation USA

Place See hero's character reading

Time , See hero's character reading

Age Young Middle Age Seniors

Race White Black' Middle East Hispanic

Class Middle Upper Unknown

Type of Job

Job Motivation
.

Marital status' Single Married Widowed DivorOd .

Love status ,

Parental status
.

Body

Hair

Face

Naine:
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Character trait

Character Reading
The Value Structure of Characters

HERO'S LOVE INTEREST

Gender female

Nation

Place See hero's character reading

Time See hero's character reading

Age Young Middle Age Seniorg

Race White . Black

Class Middle Upper Unknown

Type of Job

Job Motivation

Marital status Single

Love status

Parental status

Body

Hair

'Face.

Name.
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"What a Man's Gotta Do and a Woman too"
Identifying the Masculine and Feminine-Myths

In- Popular Culture

Goal: Understanding how literature, advertising, movies, and television
define gender..

How does popular culture shape our identity?
What does' it mean to be an American Man?
What does it mean to be an American Woman?

The Masculine Myth 'says in a pafriarchy'men dominate everything in-
'eluding women.

The Feminine Myth says in a patriarchy women subordinate to men.'

Our National Mythology teaches us what our gender_traits are supposed
to be Using the gender traits listed below,-apply to the assigned popu-
lar culture medium to answer the above questions.
Masculine Feminine
independent dependent
firm .
competitive
coveredbodies
paternal
self-sufficient/self-reliant
rough/rugged
dominant
workplace

-superior
organized
active
logical
included
primary
subjects
invulnerable
assertive
handsome
strong
engage in gun/sword fights
swing from vines
right social injustice/solve crimes
struggling for survival

sett
uninterested in competition or success.
exposed bodies
maternal
reliant
gentle
subordinate/subMissive
home /domestic
inferior
scattered
passive
illogical
excluded
secondary'
objects
vulnerable

conform to the wishes of men
cute, beautiful
pliant-

sexually.available
nurturing angel
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Assessment
Through an essay of approximatelj, six typed double spaced pages the

students interpret and analyze the.data discussing the American Charac-
ter,the American Dream, the American Culture, and the American Myth.

One such research approach, requiring the use of a process model is
to have the students becOme, alien histotians Or anthropologists froin
another galaxy. The only information and documents they have about thiS
place called America are the primetime television programs. They must
write a humanities or a social science essay on the inhabitants of Atherica.
Their account should include the mythic elements of the culture, the
values, the morals; the dreams, and the character traits. To help with the
writing, ask the students to select a metapher they believe .helps to de-
fine who these Americans are.-This gives them an essential thread with
which to weave their account- into-a tapestry.1?
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acDLIITAING THE
pEngVERANCE TO LEARN

Mary Boyle,

It is the perseverance to learn which results in enduring educational
experiences. How does one facilitate this proceSs as a teacher so that stu -.
dents will be'more involved in their learning? Certaifily, the intrinsic nature
of motivation is there, but somehow, educators must help The' students
realize that the motivation within them ,can more,effectively be directed
toward meaningful learning once they, accept the responsibility of learn-
ing as their own. Gaining confidence in the ability to grasp the' meaning
of the learning task will empower students' sense of mastery of these events
that make leaining happen. In other words, students must feel that they
have control of their learning. This will place their efforts into more use-
ful directions.

For the instructor, the learning tools of concept maps, active learning
groups, peer preSentations, 'metacognitive writing, and case studies pro-
vide a variety of ways to help students through the learning process. While
I- investigate, the use of these tools it is the cognitive. clevelopment in stu-
dents that I consider. The purpose of these pedagogical strategies is to
empower students to externalize the meaning of their educational experi-
ences while relying on past experiences to master new experiences and
thus derive knowledge. "Learning about the nature and structure of knowl-
edge helps students to understand how they learn, and knowledge about
learning helps to show them how _humans construct new knowledge."
(Novak & Gowin, 1984).

Active learning is ,experience based. The key to experiential learning
is that the learning is caused by the learners. They choose to construct new
meanings from experience while the instructor is there to provide affec-
tive assurance. One way of-being supportive to the student is. by, provid-
ing learning communities in the.form of study groups, peer teaching, and
group activities within the classroom. Frequent feedback by the instruc-
tor encourages students and should come early enough in the course for.
Students to have the chance to respond. (It is beyond the scope of this paper
to examine teaching across the curriculum and interdisciplinary team
teaching but ,these should be examined as well because they may help
connect.content with new experiences and may be another means to pro-
vide validation to the student.) The pedagogical tools of concept mapping,
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student-designed skits to demonstrate concepts, and the use of case stud-
iescan be instructive and evaluative as they provide a forum for agree-
mentor discord aboUt meanings. This can be fun. The collaborative mode
provided by the variety of pedagogical tools examined here may especially
help to satisfy student culture at a two-yeaf commuter college because the
learning communities are built into the course and-need not be sought by
the student who has limited time on campus.

Rote learning is dependent upon memory abilities and can be very short
term for some students. One way to reinforce new terminology' and the
concepts that use this terminology is by concept maps. Concept maps help
to organize the knowledge. In many ways they are like an outline but they
are more flexible because the hierarchy is visible as they are constructed
and propositions can be formed by connecting words .that show possible
interconnections. The concepts begin to unfold in front of the students'
eyes. A map can begin very small and have very few details, but then it
can become more developed as students see how the major topics are more
inclusive and break down into smaller and smaller parts. .

Acting out a concept in the form of a skit or playmay help students to
understand a complicated process that appears abstract or unrelated. There
are many advaritages to this activity. It may provide a kinesthetic element
to learning which aids in retention of material and an atmosphere for learn-
ing in groups is supportive, both from student to student and student to

'teacher interactions. It can' be difficult for students _to grasp meaning for ,

subjects.that are not visible to the naked eye. Take the subject of immu-
nology, for instance. The, results of, the processes can be seen, but how they
function is 'at a cellular and molecular level. Students convince themselves,
"I can't see it so I can't understand it." Another example is explaining the
function of tropic hormones in the body. Suidents are asked ,to design a'
skit Clemonstratingthis function; They make signs that identify what they
represent. Walking around as a hormone, starting fforn a place .where
another student is the anterior pituitary and going to another student who
is the target organ helps the students to see and feel the action taking place
in the body even- though it is at the chemical level. Most students like this
activity because it involves them in their learning by thinking, acting, and
feeling (kinesthetically and, emotionally).

Peer presentations and collaborative peer teaching benefit the stu-
dents *in a variety of ways. The students get actively involved in their
learning because they are responsible for learning the material and explain-
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ing it to the other students. This satisfies motivational values and a social
context conducive to purposeful learning. As they Prepare and teach the .

lesson more meaning is- derived from' the knowledge they acquire and
assimilate. The students become conscious of their own intellectual and
interpersonal skills. They also acknowledge how their peers had different
ways off learning and respond differently to learning activities.

Reflection is another component of the learning process. Metacognitive
writing assignmen6 can aid this process. It:allows time for students to
ruminate, to think back. on past knowledge, to derive meaning from that
knowledge, and to apply that knoWledge to specific concepts in their own
words. One way this has been done is in the form of a letter from the
average person on the street who wonders what is happening, inside their
,body when they are confronted by surgery on his. eye. The students are
asked to write a reply. They must explain or describe a concept that dem7
onstrates their clear understanding of the topic. Another way is to ask
students to prepare fot a conversation with a patient. As a written assign-
ment, the student explains to the patient what is happening so that the
patient understands the function of the body's system.

Clinical, case' studies are used as another approach, which combines
critical thinking and content. Textbooks in- anatomy and physiology are
including a description of a real life situation in case study- formati
Thought-provoking questions arc asked by the presenter, ,which include'
identification of the problem, the bOdy systems or structures affected, and
how the problem would be treated. Although the emphasis is to study the
human body in homeostasis, looking at it from the pathophysioiogical
point, of view requires that students put content to work -while problem
solving. When case studies are combined-with small 'groups working to-
gether, a social context is present which, enhances understanding because
it provides a setting which puts the students afease. They gain more con-
,ficience because they are responsible for the learning to take place and have
the support of their peers.

The similarities of the diffetent pedagogical strategies mentioned in this
paper are the linking of concepts to forin a propositional unit. Students
are empowered to accept responsibility of their ownlearning when these
activities are employed. These learning tools may take time away from
the lecture but the benefits outweigh the time. Mini lectures used in con-
junction with active learning activities can serve to provide structure and .

'direction in the form of affective assurance.
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The titles that I chose to research for this paper attracted me because
they supported my philosophy of teaching. I am searching for more ways.
to integrate tools that will teach students to learn so that their learning will
be enduring and meaningful. A variety of teaching tools is the best ap-
proach to teaching as personalities and learning styles vary in a popUla-
tion,of students.

I would like to be able to gain enough knowledge from ideas - presented
in the articles listed in the bibliography' (and othei- future readings) to
become more confident in weaving these tools into a fine fabric of teach-
ing and learning. Students can then be assessed by traditional methods such
as registry or licensing exams in their career fields. I, however, would like
to learn more about how to assess students learning using the same
metacognitive elements by which they have been taught. In either assess-
ment mode, students can feel assured that the content of knowledge is solid
and their learning surpasses the content goals of the course*
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INSTRUCTOR'S qultiE,FoR
'PLANNNO PtRSONAL, HEALTH

ExplaIDENTML cOURS,"

Andrea G.Gordon

The folloWing piece was written to assist instructors in the facilita-
tion, of this experiential course. _This course is intended to be student
driven rather than instructor dictated increasing the opportunity for the
students to "buy into" the content. Whether for a health course,' a phi,'
losophy course or a technical course, I believe: the methodology presented
can- be useful either in part, or in its entirety, therefore I Share it With:
yoU now:

"I think the perceived value of this course will be realized
for a very long time. The' unconscious .value may never

be completely understOod, but the effect'has
been thorough and permanent."

Quote from student completing Planning Personal. Health

Introduction
"planning, Personal Health: an experiential course" was developed

,several years 'age as a requirement for completion of my Master's De,
gree in Community Health Education.' At that time, and still today, I
believe that people who made poor health choices often do so because"
they truly don't believe they yave choices. It was, and still is, my intent
that this course can help the student to:

1) Recognize they have choices,
2) Discover ways to help them act on choices they didn'trealize they
3) Realize that health is a balancing act which often tilts it-1,one direc-

don or the other, but-can usually be rebalanced, and
4) Recognize that health involveS man'Y dimensions and is created' from

more than a simple lack of physical illness.

The course description for PPH reads that it "is. designed to assist the
students in developing and assessing theirpersorial health 'plan". The
course is, individualized to each' group of students each semeSter it is
offered. Therefore it is not pessible to provide a concrete outline .of how
the course should be run.
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This guide provides the instructor or instructors with a general sense
of how the course has been presented in the past. A list of possible av-
enues theinstructor(s) may wish to take in. guiding the class doWtr the
road to personal health has been provided.

This class has been taught by one instructor, and co-taught. Feedback
from the groups has 'indicated a strong appreciation for the co=teaching
model. Students indicate that having more than one view point gives; them
more information and more choices.' Particular appreciation has been
noted when the co- teachers represent both male and female: viewpoints.
That being said it must be stated that -co-teaching this course takes much
more time and preparation than, teaching it alone: Finding time during
the week where both instructors are available for'preparatiOn is difficult
to say the least. Each Class period requires a minimum of an hour of set
up when co-teaching. We have found it works best to design an outline
or script for each class; identifying the roles and activities,:which each
instructor will lead: Co-teaching for. Planning Personal Health does not'
mean that one instructor 'takes on 'one topic, while the other sits back.
Student feedback confirms that hoth instructor's' "participation is impor,
tant in all' areas covered.

Note of caution: The nature of,this class enables it to easily' develop
into a group' 'therapy model. The lack of traditional classioom lecture
structure and the topics which are generally covered lend themselves
toward group discussions of a personal nature. After all the class is called
"Planning Personal. Health". It is important that the instructor(s),be, aware`
of this point, and work toward keeping the class track and not en-
couraging the use of this forum as therapy for any individuals. It is not
uncommon to introduce the benefits of profeSSional counseling when the
class uncovers difficult ai-eas,iha stUdenes'life.

Information addressed during each class period will depend on sev,
eral factors:

Size of the class;
Semester of the class (suminer gessiohshave six hrg/wk vs. three hrs/wk);
Interegfs of the group; and

: Characteristics of the group (introverts vs. extroverts).,
I have tried not to judge myself or the grouP based'On past experiences

in any class session: In the end, the results appear, to be the same: students
have learned, ihey have developed an awareness that they can make healthy
choices, and they have made progress on the road to perSonal health.
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This ,course has not been run using evaluation tools like quizzes and
examinations. Evaluationis done based on the student's ability to respond
to and meet the Course,Cornpetencies identified on the course outline.
I look carefully at the five elements identified under Performance Evalu-
ation on this course outline and assess each student's work based on these
standards assigning 20 pOints to each standard.

Students will, be evaluated by their abilities to:
1. demonstrate to the class an understanding of the breadth and

importance of a personal health plan
I look for the student to beable to explain either in clasS,discussion
or in their journal writing various aspects of health and how a health
plan can impact on their own health.

2. document lesson by lesson lemlning of information shared
This standard is assessing the quality and quant4 of Writing in the
required journal.

3. provide evidence of drafts of own personal health plans
ThroughoUt the semester the students, are asked to update their health
plan based on information shared in the class. I assess how they have
integrated new elements and chosen to use or throw out thoe ele-
ments.

4. provide eviderice of response to own personal health plan
Again, through journal entries and class discussions I look to sec' if t

students are integrating the plan they are developing into their life.
Students are not expected to immediately act or make adjustments
to their life styles in 'order to get a good grade. f,lowever; they should
be able to reflect on their plan, and explain the results of implementing
the health plan: ,

5. participate in the work of the course
This standard is used"to evaluate how much the student really enters
into thework of the course, including attendance, effort put into the
journal, effort put into the personal health plan and other projects that
arc assigned.

The Course
During the first class, I try to, accomplish several objectives.

Put the class at ease;
Get' to know the first names (at least) of the students;
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Get to know something about the students (and them about me);
Giye them course outlines;
Give them basic definitions;
Give them basic standards with regard to classroom expectations; and
Give them an opportunity to identify their perceived needs with re-
spect to personal health.

Introduction activity' (an example)
I immediately do an exercise designed to help everyone learn people'g
first names, and to help them 'relax.

1. Have everyone think of an adjective which begins with the letter of
their first name. (Example: Artistic Andrea)

2. Person 1: introduces self to person 2 by saying .

"Hi, I'm Artistic Andrea"

3. Person 2: responds by saying
"Hi, Artistic Andrea, I'm Happy Holly". Person 2 then turns to
Person '3 and says
"Hi,' I'm Happy Holly,, and this -is Artistic Andrea":

4. Person 3 then: says
"Hi, Happy'Holly, I'm Perfect Patty". Person 3 then turns to

. Person 4 and says .

."Hi, I'm Perfect Patty, and this is Happy Holly and Artistic
Andiea".

5. This pattern continues until the last persOn finishes by introducihg
the whole group to Person 1.
This activity generally raises some giggles, and gives a way, to hope-'
fdlly remember the first names.of individuals. There are several in-
troduction activities, which can be used, and of.course it is not nec-
essary to use any particular activity during the'introductions..

Expectations of the course
The next thing I do is determining the expectations of the group. This
can be done in a variety of.%Yays: Two examples are:
I. Ask the group to write the expectations of the class. Once they are

done, ask them to read aloud. Discuss how theirresporise may have
been different if they had not had to write.

2. Go around and ask why each student is taking this course, and what
expectations they have for the course.'
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Housekeeping
At this point I review some of the concrete expectations of the course.
Again, this can be done at any time, and a zillion different ways.

I: I pass out a course outline Appendix A. Read through the document,
discuss it as a group and answer any questions the students may have
(which are usually about grading).

2. I discuss ,basic ground rules for, the class. These may include: Wen-
dance policy (I take attendance since participation in the course is a
parameter for evaluation), participation expectatiOns, grading, con=
fidentiality, emotions (I have learned that certain topics trigger a
variety .of responses, and' for me it is important that we discuss how
the class will handle this), and respectful behavior.to others.

3. I distribute a set of guidelines for keeping a journal (Appendix B).

Content
1. The following are specific topics, which may be presented, during the

first class,'or during the first of several classes-. I have varied the order
of these items based- onresponses from the class, and my own bias.
a. The Learning Proces: I have introduced this as' a format that was

developed by faculty ,at Claremont NHCTC (Appendix A, p. 4)
for the students to use in the course, and: for each health topic we
explOre. It parallels nicelj, with' the scientific method.

b. Science and the scientific method: ,

1. Ask the' students to write their definition for science and sci-
,,entific method. Discuss as a group. their results. .I then ask them
to look up the dictionary'defin. itions as' an assignment.

2. In the following class, we discuss how we can use the scien-
tific method and the learning.process- in this course while de-
veloping their personalhealth plan.

c. The Personal Health Plan:
1. Define health. Ask the students' what health means to them.-

Discuss responses..
I. Ask' the students to respond to the' question, "what is a per-

sonal health plan, and why should we have one?"
2. Assignment: ask the students to use the Learning Process to

write the steps for developing a personal health plan. ,

3. Assignment: ask the students to write a first draft of ,a personal
health plan.
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2. Topics for the semester: Each student will come to the course with
different health perceptions and needs. Naturally it may not be pos-
sible tocover every person's 'issue in the course. To determine the
major topic needs we do a brainstorming session. I have enclosed the
lists from a couple of-different groups as examples.
a. Open the brainstorming session with basic ground rules. Every

topic suggeste&gets written on the board - no editing and no dis-
cussion until everyone is done making suggestions. ,

b. If the group agrees, once all suggestions are listed, topics may be
combined, if appropriate.

c. Have each person in the group check off 10 topics of priority.
d. Tally each topic and begin the course with the topics that had the,

most votes. The remainder of this outline will include suggestions
for approaching some of the most common topics, which seem
to be chosen regularly.

The format for each topic is to lead the class to identify their needs,
and their responses to those needs. I walk into each class with a list of
questions and activities designed to generate discussion' and thinking.
Some class sessions can be completely filled by a discussion, which
develops from asking one question that touches a chord with the group.
Other classes get filled with discussion, activities, writing assiinments
and activities.

I do not approach any topic with the intent to lecture and cover every
aspect of that issue. I do scatter what I call "mini lectures" through out the
course and I present thein when the "teachable moment" exists. For instance,
a student may (and did) ask the question "Does long term stress really cause
cancer?" That question allowed me to do a mini lecture not only on stress,
but what cancer is, how our body normally protects us from tumor cells,
and how long term stress depletes our normal defense system.

STRESS
StreSs is always identified as one of the first three topics. This 'makes

perfect sense for people attending college. Stress can be approached in
many different ways. I have listed discussion generating questions, ac-
tivities, and assignments that I have used in the class to cover the area
of stress. Generally, discussions regarding stress uncovers subtopics,
which may need to be addressed, i.e. time management, relationships,
communication, and school-related issues.
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Discussion 'generating questions:
How do we define stress?
Is .all stress bad?
What causes stress?
What are the'effects of stress?
What are some stress management techniques?
Can stress be avoided?

Possible Activities/Homewoik:
Brainstorm a list of'things that cause stress. (I participate in this
exercise making sure I include one or two things which are not usu-
ally perceived as stressful, i:e. vacations, weddings, births, etc.)
Discuss eustress vs. distress.
Keep track of body's response to stress, including how often, and to
what, creates that response.
Write what you .a're noW doing to cope with stress., Does it work?,
Take 10720 minutes completely to yourself. (This exercise can be very
diffiCult for Some people; therefore,' I emphasize that it is a home-
work assignment that must be completed just like any ,other.)

, Teach 'the students how, to breathe deeply 'into their stomach. Hav-
ing them place a hand .on their stomach and the other hand on their
chest can do this.. When they-breathe, it should be the hand.on the,
stomach' that moves. Have them practice this with their eyes closed
for one Infnute. Discuss how they felt. This assignment can be ex-.
tended to be practiced until the next class.
Invite a "stress panel" of experis to discuss how they cope with stress.

. Ask them to write a response to the following:
1. What was your WORST grade in high school?
2: How does that grade affect you now?
3. How will your grade from this class affect you in .2010?
4: Write 'what your responses mean to you NOW.
Provide various handouts and ask for responses to them. Tremendous
amount of literature has been written'about stress. I choOse, a sam-
pling of different baCkgrounds for the students' to review.

NUTRITION ..

Nutrition is another of the top three topics generally chosen for the ,

beginning of the semester. Nutrition is usually paired with exercise or
fitness, and I address nutrition first. There are many first rate textbooks,
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which deal with nutrition. And of course all of these topics deserve a
semester all to themselves. I refer the student to the chapter in the book
associated with the topic, then provide them with outside references and
articles to supplement their learning.

Discussion generating questions:
What do you already know about nutrition?
How do you know what to believe?.

Who are the "experts"?

Possible Activities/Homework:
Break into three small groups and have each group design one meal.
of the day (breakfast, lunchand dinner). Have groups write their menu
on the board and explain why they made the choices they' did. Dis-
cuss results.

Read articles and have students assess what they have read. Lead them
to question who is writing the article, who stands to gain from the
information, what are the references, 'etc.'
Have student's list five foods that they love, and five foods that they
hate. Have them write associations to their likes .and dislikes. Dis-
cuss results.

Add to above assignment by having students write a new story in-
corporating nutritious foods into the scenario.'
Research a nutrition 'claim.
Assess what makes an expert.
Mini lectures on: basic nutrition information, sensationalism in pub-
lications, new findings.

EXERCISE/FITNESS
Exercise and fitness is the third topic, which appears regularly as a

priority for exploration. For most students this topic is viewed as a threat.
Many expect a lecture, for regular aerobic exercises, or a formalized
program. We have found that many students simply don't recognize the
activities already incorporated into their lives, which are beneficial to
health. We therefore explore typical "programs" for fitness in this unit,
but more important we explore what might work for the individual, and
how to give credence to what is already being done that can be built upon.
No formal program will work unless the participant truly finds it enjoy-
able, and this is,theley in -the personal exploration.
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Discussion generating questions:
What is fitness?
Define aerobic and anaerobic exercise?
What are the benefits of beginning a fitness program?

'How do you know if a fitness program is right for you?
Are you incorpdrating' fitness into your life? How?.
What are your needs in a fitness program?'

. Possible Activities/Homework:
Brainstorm activities that involve exercise.
Develop an individualized evaluation tool for a fitness program.
Evaluate a fitness program using evaluation tool developed by 'the
class.
Each student research a fitness program and present to class.
Each person brings an example of a fitness activity to class and dem-
onstrate or teach rest of the group. (Care must be taken to make sure
each person knows their limitation and does not participate in any
activity that may be hazardous.)
Read and evaluate fitness claims.
Read and evaluate article associated with fitness. Again, students
should be encouraied to evaluate who is writing the article, and ques-
tion who has what to gain by gelling the 'activity.
Have each student list physical activities they enjoy. Ask them to write
in their journal how they could incorporate these activities more
regularly into their life.

CONTROL
I hesitantly use this as a topic heading, as this is never the word that'

the students use. Instead, they identify things like time management,
anger, relationships, death, etc. Granted, all of these topics deserve their
own space, and I will address them, however, as.we discuss each of these
topics, inevitably the issue of control will arise. One of the most diffi-
cult concepts to get people to accept is that the only thing we really have
control of is our own choices, perceptions and responses to life.

With this in mind, I' will, in 'no particular order, address the above
topics, and a few others, Please keep in mind thC core question of "who
is in control?" when dealing with these topics.
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TIME MANAGEMENT
Discussion generating questions:

What are the issues associated with time'management ?.
Why is time management an impdrtant component of your personal.
health?
What are some time management techniques you are already using
or have tried to incorporate into your life?
What is inteefering with your ability to manage your time?
What are the current prioritie's in your life?
Based on your priorities what can you giVe up doing?

Possible Activities/Homework:
Make a list of all the things you do in a given day (be detailed). How
do they fit into your list of priorities?
Introduce a time manageMent grid. Divide a square into quarters.
Label_ one quarter each as: Important, and Urgent, Urgent and. Not
Important, Important and Not Urgent and Not urgent and.Not,Impor-
tant. Have student identify areas 'which fit, into each category.
(example:Urgent has a time line, like taxes, but, is not personally
meaningful unless you are getting a refund! Important are those
'parts Of your life, which are meaningful. Therefore, spending time
with family may not be urgent, but it is meaningful. A child with a
broken arm would Meet both Urgent and Important criteria. CobwObs
under the bureau may not meet either.) Once the students have made
their lists, I recommend they, at least, temporarily stop doing ANY-
THING which is Not Urgent and Not Important. Uthen recommend
the 5-minute rule (see below) for areas that are Urgent and. Not Im-
portant. Hopefully this saves room for the. IMPORTANT. (Obviowly
we respond immediately to the Urgent and IMportant category.)
Have the students practice the,5- minute rule. This can be used for
paying bills, starting a frustrating assignment, starting your taxes, etc.
Have the, student set a clock for 5 minutes and focus'all energy on
the'project at that time. If they find they are making accomplishments,
,then they can, continue to work until the project is done, or until they
lose steam. If they only get a short way, then stop when the alarm
goes Off and 'do' something else. Later, follow the 5-minute rule again.
Usually, once begun, most people find that they get immersed into
the project and get a lot accomplished.
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Have the, students ask themselves "how important is this?" when
running late, creating tension. Have them setup their own criteria
for what constitutes important. .

Ask the students to write why it is important.to be on time, or to rush
through .traffic. How can they 'relieve that self-imposed pressure?
Have the student consult with-an "expert" on time management. The .

expert. may be someone they know and respect a 'teacher, counselor',
friend,. etc.
Ask the student to identify in 'their. journal who is in control of their.
time. Ask theM to respond as to whether this -is satisfactory and if
not, what can they do about it.

ANGER
Often when anger is noted as an area students are looking for

dation that they have a right to be angry. Some; however, recognize that
their responses when angry are not productive or helpful to the situa-
tion. It is useful to find out why this is an area of concern when dealing
with this topic.

Discussion generating questions:.
-What is anger?
What is the concern with anger?
Is anger normal?
Is normal healthy?'
Is anger useful?
What.are possible avenues of dealing with anger?
Is your response to anger effective?
How do you deal with another's anger? :

What about anger (scares,-concerns, bothers = fill in the blank)
you?
How would you like to respond to anger? ..

Possible Activities/Homework:
Define anger.
Identify what causes anger.
Pay attention 'to yoUr body the next time you are angry. List your
body's response to the situation.
Role-play: Have one student act the aggressor/accuser,-and thc.other
act in an angry response. Have class disCuss vertmiand physical
changes in both participants.
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Compare the physical responses to those identified when discussing stress.
Have each student share with the group methods theji. use to deal with
their own and others anger.
Have the students ask, "who's in control of the'situation/anger?"
Brainstorm all the different 'possible responses that people use when
they are angry. Prioritize which they feel is the most effective in
defusing a' situation.

RELATIONSHIPS
Generally when this topic comes up, we are again dealing with the

question of "who is in control". Students need to be reminded thatthey
have the power and the right to make choices, although sometimes those
choices involve risk and pain. Relationships can be generalized to in-
clude significant others, family, children, friends, even teachers. Much
time is often spent in'how, to communicate. In fact, perhaps this topic
should be renamed COMMUNICATION.

Discussion generating questions:
What is a relationship? (At least one class felt that this word pertained
only to family and significant other's.)
Can relationships be labeled as positive, or negative? Why? How?
What makes a relationship one or the other?
HoW do you evaluate,a relationship?
What do you want in a relationship?

Possible Activities/Homework:
Make a list of all the things you would like to have in a loveilsig
nificant other. There are experts who say that this.list is all the things
yoU lack in Ourself. Discuss this belief. What does this mean in
choosing a. lover/significant Other?

- Chose a relationship, which'you currently have. Imagine energy flow
in that relationship. How is the energy flowing? Is it primarily out-
going or ingoing energy? What does that mean about the relationship?
Distribute female vs male communication model. What does this mean
when evaluating a relationship?

OTHER
Other topics that frequently get identified include death, addictions,

specific illnesses such as cancer-and diabetes, parenting and religion. Each
topic can be addressed using the same methodology: identifying discus-

_ sion generating questions and self-revealing activities.
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THE PERSONAL HEALTH PLAN
As a result of the topics covered the students accumulate information

and insights to further develop their persOnal health plan which is due
in presentation form arthe end of the semester. There are no guidelines
for how the student must present their plan, other than there must be some
kind of visual representation with the description. 'have seen and val-
ued posiei-s, models,_ Mobiles, photographs, poetry, songs and toys used
to demonstrate individual health plans. All have been. appropriate for the
student at that time.

After the presentation I offer other students an opportunity to give
feedback and generate discussion in the form' of comments or questions.
This time cements the learning that has taken place and validates the
personalization of the health plan.

"I got a lot more from this course than I expected going in. I think
I have, become a bit more conscious-of what is going on.with my body
and mind."

"I had a really fun semester. Everything we did was very helpful and
could be used some times in your life. It was also very interesting and
(I) learned cL lot of new things about planning my personal health."

and
to realize that we have'choices.'That it is ok to try new things

and to ask questions and try many things when, dealing with our per-
sonal health:"

APPENDIX A

New Hampshire Community Technical College at
Claremont and Nashua

Claremont Campus
l'College Drive, Claremont, NH 03743-9709

May 15, 1998

PLANNING PERSONAL HEALTH: AN EXPERIENTIAL COURSE

Curriculum and Course Number: GES 208 Planning Personal
Health: An Experiential Course

Department:. General Education
Credit Hours: 3
Semester Hours: Class - 3 Lab
Prerequisites/Corequisites: None
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COURSE DESCRIPTION
Planning Personal Health is designed to assist the students in devel-

oping and assessing their own personal health plans. Various health topics
will be explored through experiential activities, providing the students
with the basis for making informed decisions regarding their own
lifestyles.

Course Competencies: The students will:
1. develop personal health goals and a method for implementation;
2. demonstrate the incorporation of personal health plans through writ7

ten, oral and experiential activities;
3. communicate effectively the meaning of personal health goals through

oral and written methods;
4. recognize elements of wellness and be able to apply them to their own

lifestyle.

Learning/Instructional Methods:
I. discussion large and small group
2. experiential activities (videos, readings, guests, outside visits, real life,

reflection)
3. writiiig
4. presentation of information (lecture, handouts, overheads, feedback

and listening)

Performance Evaluation: Students will be evaluated by their abilities to:
1. demonstrate to the class an understanding of the breadth and impor-

tance of a personal health plan;
2. document lesson by lesson learning of information shared (i.e. what

I want to know/what I have learned);
3. provide evidence of drafts of own personal health plan;
4. provide evidence of response to own personal health plan;
5. participate in the work of the course.

Suggested Text(s):
1. Ed lin, Golanty, Brown, Health and wellness,5th edition, Jones and

Bartlett Publishers, Boston, 1998.
2. Turner, Sizer, Whitney & Wilks, Life choices, 2nd edition, West

Publishing Company, St. Paul, 1992.

Bibliography: Not applicable.
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APPENDIX .B

PLANNING PERSONAL HEALTH
JOURNAL GUIDELINES

The purpose of the journal is'to:
provide a 'place for you to write your ideas and thoughts generated
within and by this class;
provide a plaCe for you to organize the information presented in thiS
class;
provide a place foryou to orgabize the information you have collected
as research for this class; and
provide an organized 'collection of information for the teacher to use
in assessing your work in this class.

Requirements-of the journal: * The journal should include:
dated entries;
entries responding' to discussions of each class period;
entries responding to homework assignments; and
entries responding to research done for the class.
These are the minimum requirements. Students are encouraged to use
the journal in many different' ways. Additional entry information' is'
welcomed.

Thoughts for journal entries

As yob struggle with how to respond to class discussions, consider ask-
ing yourself the following questions in respect to each topic covered, and
answer them in your journal entries:'

What do I already know: about the topic?
What do I need to know about the topic?.
Where will I get the information?
What did I learn about the'topic?

Journals will be collectedapproximately twice during*the course of
the class, and of Course at the endI
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THE.SURVINAL, OF CAMPUS
CULT QT A COMMUKITY

TgCHNIIPAL COLLEGg'
Joe Perron

'The Survival of Campus Culture at a Community Technical College'
The question I put forth for this article is this; can campus culture

survive in an ever changing and often unpredictable atmosphere of a
Community Technical College that in the past relied on vocational and
techn. olOgy basedskillS? And if so, what type of culture can be expected
to emerge from the changes in the college scene?

Though these questions appear somewhat Ominous abOut the nature of
campus culture the truth in researching this'topic is to provide a descrip
tionbf a culture that remains unrecognized. I make this statement in re
sponse to a comment that I overheard that describes technical colleges as
institutes without heart'.

To answer these questions I will begin by establishing working deliL
nitions in several key areas. First, I will provide a working definition of
Community Technical Colleges. Second, I will provide a working defi-
nition of what constitutes a campus culture. And third, I will .provide my
definition of campus culture as it relates to a vocational and technblogy
based community college., I will conclude by examining and discussing
thcutrent trends in campus culture at the New Hampshire Community
Technical College in Claremont NH including demographicnformation
and a projected forecast for the college's cultural future.

The Community Technical Colleges were,originally established (aka:
vocational- technical schools, trade schools., and techhical institutes) -to
provide industry and business with skilled technicians andtechnologists.
The original concept was to offer a one year certificate or a two year
associate degree in specific programs that were designed to meet'a spe-
Cale need in the community. The type of core coursework to rrieet cer-
tificate or associate degree -requirements was generally of a mechanical
or focus procedure(s). The nature of the courses were to provide
practicalabilities rather than theoretical concepts in its orientation to meet
the needs,of vocational, preprofessional and technical jobs.,Students wish
ing to pursue a fOur.year degree at a college or university found that many
of the credits earned at the Vocational Technical College were not trans.-
ferable.
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The courses taken were designed to prepare students for entry level
employment-positions or for improving or upgrading existing skills.

CampuS life at a Community Technical College has been virtually non
existent in comparison to traditional Colleges or Universities due to
students living at hOme rather than on campus..

The Community °Technical Colleges of the 1990's has developed into
a more than technology focused institutions. The schools have found that
there is a need to adapt to the changing environments. Limited state sup-
port, a healthy economy and a trend towards four year degrees and graduate
programs haveforced the Colleges to make changes in the academic struc-
ture: Developmental prograrns.have been added to assist students in,im-
proving their basic academic skills in continuing education especially in
reading literacy and math' concepts. Because of the diversity of.the stu-
dent population and the fact that many,are non traditional students there
is a need to establish basic English and math concepts.-

Another'.new development is the trend, to, make courses-compatible
with four year institutions and therefore, transferable. The establisKment
Of a general education Associate degree allows the student the opportu-
nity to focus on general educational courses without feeling the need to
seek admksion in a preprofessional or technical degfee program:

Now that a background has been established, the, next phage is to give
a definition to campus culture. The American Heritage Dictionary de-
fines a campus as the grounds at a school, college or institution. And it
describes culture as:'

"the totality of socially transmitted behavior patterns, Arts: beliefs,
institutions, and all other products of human work'and thought consid-
ered as the expression of a particular period, class, cornrriunity,or
lation resulting from training or education." (AHD 1996) .

Given the two definitions one could assume that a college is ,therefore
the medium from which culture becomes a living and thriving connection
between people. It is the embodiment of the connection between the heart
and the mind, the student and the teacher,, the administration and the fac-
ulty, the faculty* and the staff and finally the college and the'comniunity it
serves.'Campus cuItureis in fact the very 'nature of allying, breathing and
reproducing organism. A campus that is alive will allOw all who enter its
existence to become enriched in the ways of customs, beliefs and traditions.
'It will allow all who enter to develop thinking skills, to develop'comp'as-
sion and to develop understanding (wisdom). Campus culture is therefore,
the holistic recipe for living; it is and should be an 'institute with a heart'.
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Why then, (if this definition is true) don't all 'people 'who go to col-
lege, come away much more enlightened in the ways, of compassion and
understanding for their fellow humankind?

Sidney Hooks, a noted philosopher and educator during the 20th cen-
tury 'wrote in ,his book "Academic Freedom and Academic Anarchy"
(1971) that the university problems of the 1960's were the result of poorly
researched and poorly expressed ideas. HOoks claimed that the univer-
sities were responsible (students, faculty and administration) in gather-
ing 'truths' and "not reacting to misconceptions or fetish facIS of the day."
Hooks also'noted that some misainceptions can be healthy if they lead

. to new ways of thinking. "The lack of challenge to the ,thoughts and
beliefs of others could create a sterile environment and eventually cre-

. ate an environment dependent on one concept". (Hooks 1971)
A study conducted at MIT might concur with Hooks statement. The

focus was on the use of various model concepts in the study of technol-
,_ ogy. The top three models used at MIT are the computer model, the.

mathematical model and the mental model. The study concluded that the
Majority of students utilized the computer model first, followed by the
mathematical model.'Students and faculty stated that the mental model'
(use of common thought) was inferior to the other two models. A con -

tinuation of this study focused on the students' and the faculty's ability
to problem solye a particular. equatiOn that'required social understand-
ings more then computer logic. The results.were staggering. The study'
concluded that the basic assumptions made by MIT were in uniformity
but all incorrect. They, demonstrated Hooks concept of sterility in both
the thinking process and in ,their poor ability to recognize the 'simple'
concepts in human nature. (Freeman 1972)

Wilbert McKeachie; a noted cognitive psychologist and educator of the
era, defines campus culture as the boundaries that are established in the
college setting. He states that it is "not so much what can be done" as '"what
is off limits". He goes on to describe the limits that are sometimes self
imposed as well as those limits that are administratively imposed on both
instructor and student. Examples Of this are the limits an instructor might
impoSe on himself 'sueh As not socializing with students outside of the
classroom. Other examples might be administrative in nature such as not
holding class in a bar. No matter what the limitation, the Point of estab-
lishing limits identifies to all concerned that the primary cultural environ-
ment is the educational environment; which many see as the classroom.
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If the study at MIT holds true for all technology based campuses, then
the third question that deals with defining campus culture at the New Hamp-
shire Community Technical College 'should be easily answered. It should,
by all definitions be an environment that is solely concerned with the de-
velopment of skills and the ability to demonstrate these skills in a compe-
tent manner. If this is true, then the college truly is an 'institute without heart'.
But this isn't true. As one reads through the 30 year history of the college,
one should get a feeling of growth and development. It appeared at times to
become alive and as I stated earlier, 'a living organism'.

To complete this project and to gain a more in-depth look at the na-
ture of our campus, I interviewed the college's new Vice President of
Student Services and Admissions.

I came to the interview 'armed with many presumptions about the
campus culture, with ,hopes that I had a clear understanding of the
college's cultural environment.

We began the interview by establishing the demographic information.
The average age of those who attend NHCTC is 28 years old. There are
400 students a semester, with the majority of those students seeking an
Associates of Science degree in either nursing or allied health. The As-
sociate of Science degrees,are important to consider here because they
rely on demonstrated competence in skills both at the college and at
clinical placements in the field. In other words, the education isn't hap- .

pening only at the campus, but also off campus in pre selected sites where
students are isolated and unable to share in a common experience.

Of the 400 students who enroll per semester, only 60% are matricu-
lated into a program. Also, it is a surprisingly 50% ratio for part' time
versus full time student. It is also. a 50% ratio of males versus females
who attend the college. There are no deMographics available at this time
to indicate the percentage of students with physical or learning disabili-
ties, but the ratio is believed to be around 30%. As for ratio of. ethnic/
racial demographics, the college enrollment was made*up of 80% white-
non Hispanic students, followed by an even8% for Hispanic and Africian-
American students.

What, the demographics don't answer are the questions concerning
student involvement on campus. As noted, 50% of the students are part
time. This. indicates that at least half the students are limited with their
involvement on campus. What would be nice to know is how much time
the part time students actually spend on Campus. Another factor is the
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non matriculated stuaents (40%) of the student population) and the
amount of time they spend on'campus. Though these particular statis-
tics may be misleading with presumptions, there is a sense that the cam-
pus is viewed not as a place for social development, rather as a place
to come and be educated in job skills.

The Vice President noted that the students attending the college ap=
pear to'be fragmented and over committed to outside projects; rather then
committed to the college's infrastructure. She cited the low turnout for
student senate meetings (at times' there are only 3 executive members
who attend), the poor participation of students' in tutoring programs, use
of the student learning center and library use. She noted.that at any time
one could walk into one of these places and have their choice of seat-

. ing. The V.P. also, noted that many. students (numbers not known) have
families to support, or are single parents trying to survive and therefore
they don't have the time to, invest in a college life. Another factor that
may have a significant bearing on establishing campus culture is the lack
of a student center. To date, students have no place to go for recreation
on campus. There' is no dining facility or central place' for 'students to.
go and socialize. Unfortunately the same is true of the faculty. needs.
There are no faculty, rooms, and the conference room is for special oc-
casions only. Basically, there is a space issue on campus that pretty much
eliminates anyone &Oa having an area to go to for whatever purpose or
need. A recent self study by the college on student 'services found the
college to be deficient in providing a number of services to the students
andfaculty; However, the study highlightedthe effort put forth by a few
senate sponsored clubs and by the international honor society to promote
school spirit and to enliven the academic atmosphere at the school, One

'factor that was not noted in the survey was the school 'senate sponsored
trips to' Boston and to 'Montreal each semester prior to finals. The,sen-
ate in.recognition of an upcoming' stressful period in the lives of students
has encouraged students to attend these trips as a Way to blow off steam.
Families 'are invited to join in..And surpiisingly the trip averages 100
plus people each semester.

The fact that the school senate does recognize a need in the students
and works with faculty and administration to provide a teniporary solu-
tion. does indeed show a sense of pride and commitment to the college.
It is no matter what way one might try to classify it a demonstration of
the, connection between `.mind and heart'.
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In conclusion, the definitions of campus culture and the application of
those definitions to NHCTC demonstrate that even a small technology
based college can indeed have a campus culture that is alive and fruitful.
Though it has been established that a large percentage of students are part
time, average 28 years in age and have families, it is also true that they
all share a common goal and experience. That, is to graduate with a de-,
gree or certificate and a skill that will enhance their marketability. The very
survival of campus culture may not depend upon a student center or an
athletic team; rather the survival appears to depend on the student's own
need to survive in today's society. Survival itself is the culturalconbec.,
tion that enlivens the student and helps bring forth a new individual who
not only learns to master a technological skill, but also who can look at ,

the person sitting next to. hem on graduation day and know that they have
shared experience called success.

We as teachers also have a stake in the survival of campus culture,
whether it occurs in,a technology baSed college.or at a large university.
Just by the nature of assignments, seating arrangements or the hours of
the day a class meets, we'as teachers force students into reaction modeS
that in some respect will carry itself out of the classroom and affect the
dynamics of all students enrolled at the school. McKeachie is quick to
note in his book 'Teaching Tips' that as teachers we help create the at-
mosphere for learning whether we mean to or not and that a large ma-
jority of learning occurs outside the classroom. Hooks would concur with
that 'statement especially when one looks back' at the 1960's to see the
'amount of out of classroom learning that occurred in large anti war ral-
lies, at drug experimenting parties, or in the tenseness of racial 'conflict
and demonstrations. Student culture and campus culture are very much
.a combination of the, times and the image that teachers put forth to the
students. It is very' much the responSibility of faculty to ensure the sur-
vival of campus culture as a living and breathing organism; therefore,
in closing I propose the'following recommendations for faculty to put
into practice to assist inthe continued survival of campus culture at not
only a technology based. community college, but for any college or
university system:, They are as follows:

1). 'Actively participate in advocating for students. Join in as ansadvi-
sor for student organizations, as a consultant for student services,
or by advocating for students 'during campus or faculty forums.

2). Collaborate with admissions in the development of an effective stu-
dent recruitment and retention program.
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3). MediatO,problems between students, faculty and -staff.
4). Encourage students and faculty -to attend professional development

workshops.
5). Participate as a chaperone during student organization social gath-

erings.
6). Encourage and advocate fOr student access to career and academic

advisement.
7). Encourage students to study together, and to form networks for

support.
8). Advocate that departmental effectiveness, is in direct support of the

college's mission and philosophy statement.
9). Advise on,transfer oppottunities.and support pursuit of articUlatiOn

agreethents.,
10). Give recognition to student, faculty and staff successes.
I I). Act as a spokesperson forthe college at all times. Be ready to assist

in mai-keting the school at-career fairs, or in other public opportu7
nities.

12). Never believe that the college is an institution without heart. After
all it is the leadership provided by faculty that demOnstrates involve-.
ment in the'college experience, role modeling in professional ways
and the inclusion of responsibility to one's peers.

:I-truly believe that if all or at least a majority of these recommenda-..
tions'are followed, then the survival of campus' culture as a living con-
nection between mind and heart will exist. And that-the misconception
that technology dependent community colleges need to be sterile envi

.

ronments for job skill training only, will ceases'?
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nODO CI-iARACTER11STMS OF
EFFIECTWE COMMUNITY

COLLEGE TEACHERS
Glenn DuBois

Genesee Community College

This article explores facUlty,viewlioints, values; and behav-
ior regarding faculty student interaction in and outside of the
classroom.

The research is qualitative in nature, 'consisting of systematic
observations of five effective community college faculty mem-
bers interacting with students in the classroom,.supplemented

. with open-ended interviews of faculty:.

The results of the study validate earlier research on effective
college teaching and suggest additional "hidden character-
istics" that help to ,e.iplain why some professOrs are. particu-
larly effective. These characteristics are significant in' that

'they, have not 'been, previously reported. Attention is shifted
away from just looking at a teacher's command of the 'sub-
ject,organizational skills, and rapport with students.-Char-
dcteristics such as charisma and altruism also come into con-
sideration, bringing forth the concept of teacher as messiah.

For these faculty, teaching is more than an occupation; it's a
dedication to leave ,the world a better place, an opportunity
to make a difference in another's' life, a chance to enhance
one's own life.

The purpose of this article is to add'to the understanding of effective
community college teaching by, focusing on faculty-student interaction.
Specifically, this article explores faculty viewpoints, values, and:behav-
ior regarding faculty-Sttident interaction in and outside of the classroom;
and discusses'the viewpoints of effective community college faculty with
respect to the meaning they derive from faculty-student interaction..:

The research was qualitative in nature, consisting of systematic observa-
tions of five effective community college faculty interacting With students
in the classroom, supplemented with open-ended interviews of faculty.
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A primary aim of this study was to understand effective community
college teaching from the point of view of faculty -who have distinguished
themselves as good teachers. Rather than'to test hypotheses, an objec-
tive of this study was to develop hypotheses 'concerning effective com-
munity college teaching and faculty-student interaction. .

BACKGROUND
Many professional teachers and administrators in community colleges

are concerned with the improvement of teaching. Dozens of books have
been written about the improNiement of undergraduate teaching in the last
decade including the Determining Faculty Effectiveness (Centta, 1980);
The Essence of Good Teaching (Ericksen, 1984); Mastering tlth Tech-
nique's: of Teaching (Lowamn, 1984); The ,Craft of Teaching (Eble, 1988);
and Teaching as Leading (Baker,Roueche & Gillett-Karam,. 1990). At -

the core -of most criticism in higher education is the assertion that effec-
tive education requires close working relationships between faculty and
students (Wilson, Gaff, Dienst, Wood, & Barry, 1975; Ellner & Barnes,
1983; Chickering & Gamson, 1987; Eble, 1988). Drawing on years of
research, Chickering and Gamson (1987) pointed out that frequent fac-
ulty-student contact is the most important factor in student motivation
and involvement. Mounting evidence suggests that frequent contact
between facUlty and students is the key to reducing student attrition
(Miller, 1985; Chernin & Goldsmith, 1986), helps to improve students'
grades (Hudesman, Avramides, Loveday, Waber, & Wendell, 1983) , and
facilitates students' academic and personal growth and satisfaction with
their overall college experience (Pascarella, 1980; Ender, Winston &
Miller,. 1984). Two points, however, ,are not clear: .How do effective
faculty members interact with students both in and outside the classroom,
and what perspectives do faculty members have toward this interaction?

According to The Chronicle of Higher Education (1990), nearly half
the students enrolled in higher educatiOn attend community colleges. The
faculty at these colleges-have significant teaching and advising respon-
sibilities. (Seidman, 1985;Baldridge, Curtis, Ecker, & Riley, 1.978).
Community colleges are often referred to as "teaching institutions" with,
student-centered faculty (Baker, Roueche, & Gillett-Karam, 1990;
'Seidman; 1985). The notion' of student-centeredness "permeates the
community college" (Seidman, p. 86). Faculty members arc believed to
put teaching first and the diScipline second (Vaughan, 1988). They have
no significant research responsibility 'and spend most of their Working
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time teaching, offering gUidance, and holding office hours. Many corn-
, nnunity college faculty are concerned about the high number of students
, who drop out of their classes and: programs. For years, Community col-
leges have proclaimed themselves "open door" colleges, but it is clear
that many. community colleges hive "revolving doors," where students
.drop out as'easily as they drop in (Vaughan, 1988). As few. as 10% of
community college students receive an associate's degree within two to
five years of entering the .school (Breneman & Nelson,' 1985). Many ,

students in community colleges are academically unprepared,.deficient
in basic academic .skills (English, matheniaties, reading), and unsure of
long-term career goals;and, they often choOse majors inapproptiate for
their abilities (Astin, 1976; Pantages & Creedon, 1978; Everitt, 1979;

'Rugg, 1982).. .

Some faculty Stand out as particularly effective in the community
college context in spite of these problems. The idea that effective teach:

. ing is a phenomenon. found in the relationships between teachers and'.
students merits further attention, especially in the community college. ,

whefe students are more diverse, often academically unprepared, and
more likely to drop out.

EFFECTIVE TEACHERS: A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE'
One of the most widely respected and widely read authorities on the

subject of college teaching is'Keaneth'Eble. In The Craft of Teaching,
Eble (1988).claimed that research on the characteristics of effective teach-
ing, dating from early in the century to the present, had arrived at con=
sistent

Most studies stress knowledge and organization.of subject matter, .

skills in instruction, and personal qualities and attitudes useful to
working with: students. If personal characteristics are emphasized
in a study, good teachers will be singled out a...enthusiastid,.en-.
ergetic; approachable; 'open, concerned, imaginative, [with al sense
of humor. If the'mastering of a subject matter and,gocid skills are
emphasized, good teachers are masters of a subject, can organize
and emphasize, clarify, point out reIationShips, can motivate std-

. dents, pose and elicit questions and are reasonable, iinaginative and

. fair in managing the details of learning. (p. 21-22)

Drawing from.years of research on higher education, students, and
.

faculty; Chickcring and Gamson (1987, p. 2) proposed seven character-
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istics of the effective teacher: (a) encourages contact between 'students
and faculty members; (b) develops reciprocity and cooperation among
students; (c) uses active learning techniques, having students talk and
write about what they learn and relate it to their background and daily
lives;. (d) gives feedback promptly; (e) emphasizes time spent in class
on particular tasks; (f) communicates high expectations, and (g) respects
diverse talents and ways of learning. _

Joseph Lowman; like Eble,.offers a perspective on effective teaching.-
In Mastering. the Techniques of Teaching (.1984),.Lowman identified two
dimensions to the superb college teacher. Dimension one refers to an
instructor's ability to generate intellectual excitement in the classroom.
Dimension twois an instructor's positive interpersonal rapport with stu-
dents: In Lowman'S words:

Superior college teaching involves two distinct sets of skills. The
first is speaking ability. This includes skill not only in giving clear,
intellectually exciting lectures but also in leading discussions. The
second is interpersonal skills. Such skill allows one to create the
sort of warm, close relationships with one's students that motivate
them to work' independently.. (p. 2)

According to Lowman, superb teachers are outstanding in one of these
sets of skills and at least competent in the other. "Exciting teaching,"
wrote Lowrnan, "is not merely acting orntertaining." (See also Kaplan,.
1974; Meier & Feldhusen, 1979; Naftulin, Ware, & Donnelly, 1973; Perry,
Abrarni, & Leventhal, 1979; Williams & Ware, 1977; Eble, 1988). En-
tertainment, argues Lowman, involves the stimulation of emotions and
the creation of pleasure for their own sakes. Outstanding teaching is
characterized by stimulation of emotions associated with intellectual
activity: the excitement of considering ideas, understanding abstract
concepts, and seeing their relevance to one's life, and participating in
the process of discovery.

EFFECTIVE COMMUNITY COLLEGE TEACHERS
.Using a qualitative and quantitative research approach on the ques-

tion of effective community college teaching, Baker, Roueche, and
Grillett-Karam (1990) found that effective teachers influence the atti-
tudes,beliefs, and behaviors of their students. According to the Baker
group, good community college teachers are good leaders: -
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The teacher does not.convey or impart content. Rather, the teacher
instructs, motivates, influences and enables the student to acquire
content froM the teacher, the text or any other source; and as stu-
dents becomeskilled at acquiring content, they learn. (p. 11)

The Baker study expanded on previous work done by Easton; et al.
(1985). According'to the Easton study, the effective community college
teacher; (a) plans and organizes goals, (b) shows,,,respect and interest in ,

students; (c) encourages student participation,-and (d) monitors student
progress and responds accordingly.

,
Studies on effective college teaching have consistently arrived at sitni-

lar concluSions; however,llittle has been done with respect to the mean-.
ings effective community college teachers take from,their interaction with
students.

RESEARCH DESIGN
The faculty who participated in this study, represented the best teach-

ers at a particular public New England community college, as measured
by student_evaluations over a 5-year period and by nominations .from
the Dean of Aeademic Affairs and each faculty member's immediate
supervisor.

The methods used in this study were based on an interpretive perspec-
tive.with data' generated by means of participant observation and in-depth
interviewing. This approach can uncover idioSyncratie but nonetheless
important stories aboUt people (Grant, Barnes, & Smith, 1983). Slice-
of-life episodes are documented through natural linguage, representing
as closely as possible what people,think, how they feel, what they know,
and how they know. it. According to Rist (1979), this method assumes
that a more complete analysis can be achieved, by actively participat-
ing in -the life of theObserved and gaining insights by means of intro-
spection" (p. 44).

In summary, this perspective considers the construction of reality to
be a normal activity by which people tease meaning out of the world,
make sense out of it and obtain some measure of satisfaction from it

. (Berger 8CLuckman,-1973; Geertz, 1973; Polansky; 1986).

RESEARCH PROCESS
Four interviews were conducted with each of the five faculty.mem-

bers over the course of the spring 1990 college semester. The interviews
represent a detailed examination of fOur general areas in their lives: (a),
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family/social history, (b) experiences as a student, (c) becoming a com-
munity college teacher, and (d), experiences as a community college
teacher.

Each faculty member was also observed in class three times. Much
of the class observation time was 'spent looking at how each teacher
interacted with students, including waysin which the teacher involved
students in the clas's session and verbal exchanges between teacher and
students. -

Although the names of the faculty have been changed they shall bere-
Terred to as: Fred Dalton, Professor of Chemistry, appointed-in 1965; Arthur
Nelson, Associate Professor of Business,, appointed in 1979; Eve,Erigels,
Professor of Behavioral Science, appointed in 1971; Waltei' Harrington,
Professor of Mathematics, appointed in 1965; and Sharon Ferris, Assistant
Professor of Early Childhood, Education, appointed in 1984.

RESULTS
With few exceptions, these profesgors exhibited the following charac,

'teristics:
1. a strong command and organization of their subject,
2. enthusiasm about their.discipline and class presentations,
I an approachable' and friendly style withstudents, and
4. the ability to motivate students to form goals and succeed academically.

Furthermore, these faculty members:
1. spent a considerable amount of time in preparing course presenta-

tions,
2. were talented'in clarifying difficult subject matter,
3. were accessible to students outside of class,
4. evaluated their-students frequently and always let them know where

they stood with 'respect to academic performance,
5. had a strong sense of commitment and dedication to community

college teaching,
6. understood that many community college, .students came from.

troubled family experiences and lacked academic skills,
7. were able to-convey a strong sense 'of presence in the classroom to

elicit student attention and stimulate student emotions,
8, never embarrassed or berated students,
9.' encouraged student, participation, and

10. saw themselves as student-Centered teachers.
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These findings are consistent with the research on effectiveteaching.
But there is more to this group of faculty than the above 'attributes to
explain their effectiveness. With a shift of focus from the attributes of
effective teaching to the character of the effectiVe teacher, liidden'char-
acteristics" emerge.

Hidden Characteristics
Each .faculty member had ,similar life experiences that help. explain

their' behavior. These, facility members:
I. overcame childhood experiences of hardship and'became attracted to

the helping profeSsiohs;
2. were inSpired by past teachers;
3. have a distinct identity as teacher /messiah; and
4: need students as much as if not more than their students'need them.

. These characteristics have not been extensively reported in the research
literature. Each of these traits is discussed in turn. WhereVer possible,
direct faculty quotes' are used to give the reader a portrait ,of 'faculty
experiences and perspectives. Discussion Of these hidden Characteristic's
is grouped under the following subheadings: childhood biography, school
biography, the profession, and the need for an audience:

Childhood Biography.: From Hardship to Helping
All of the faculty in this study:previously experienced either academic

failure; family problems, low self-esteem, or.the sense that their lives
were going nowhere. They all overcame these barrierS.

Fred Dalton grew ,tip on a farm in western. Massachusetts, where his
daily chores competed with his time to play with the few other kids in
the valley: Fred was a highly gifted student. With little effort he outscored
most of his classmates. At an early age he planned to achieve a Ph.D. in'
chemistry, Marry; have two children, and live happily ever'after. But his
marriage did notlast, and although still in his twenties he terminated his
doctoral studies at Purdue and abruptly left for. Alaska. It was in Alaska,.
after two years of near solitude, that Fred came to accept his failures and
established, new goals.

Arthur Nelson grew up in poverty. His-school experiences were a
Succession of diSmal failures. He had no goals, no direction, and, after
a stint in the Navy, drifted in and out of small johS. He credits the rela-
tionships he built with faculty and staff at Atlahtie Community College
for turning his life around.
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Eve Engels was a brilliant child, alway$ at the top, of. her class.-But
she neyer'knew what i(was like to be a, kid" because, she had to work
in hei father's business from the age of four until she entered college.
Being the best in school was eipected of her and any thing less than a
grade of A was "considered failure."

Walter. Harrington's parents were married and remarriedto each other
four times. He' grew up in poverty, without the ordinary things other kids
took for grarited. The'family lived in a small sack and-had-no bathtub-or
family car. Harrington was a brilliant student however, winning every
scholastic:award offered,. including a full scholarship to, Harvard.

Sharon Ferris had lived in six different states by the time she reached the
first grade. Making friends was terribly difficult for her. School was also
'difficult because of her "low self esteem" Constant 'relocation precluded
any chance of forming lasting friendships,. Her academic success cameat,a .-
private high, school, where her natural intelligence was allowed-to emerge.

All'of these faculty overcame adversity and, from their experiences,
became attracted to the helping professions. Harrington knew at an early
age that he wanted to' teach:

I hone'stlY don't -know why,' but- from' day one I wanted to teach. I
wanted to stand in the'classioom and,impart 'sortie of thdthings I thought
I knew something about to people whO didn't knOV; anything abdu* t them.
(March 5,'1990) , .

Early experiences of hardship parfially shaped the faculty members'
carder.aspirations. Such experiences also influenced.the waysthese.fac,
ulty think abdut and relate to. students. According to Nelson:

My whole philosophy...is:to empathize with the student; and I find
that there.are so many people hefe- that have such similar backgrounds
to myself as far, as troubles in school...being below middle-class...being
out fOra-while;:kicking around, not knowing what to do.and then all of
a sudden finding yourself. back here at the school again. So there [are}
a lot of similarities that I see between myself and the students.that I get.
here. It's easy for me to empathize. (April 23,-1990) .

Many. community college students have experienced.,adversity;
ure,.and low self-esteem. Dealing with students`who have low le'vels-of
aspiration is a common challenge, aicornmunity colleges:,

These faculty believe that "success breeds success," and they work.
hard at raising levels of aspiration. They recognize the importance,of the
student-teacher relationship and point to teachers who had a positive
influence on their own lives.
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School Biography': The influence of Good Teachers
The faculty clearly remember and talk about the teachers who exer-

cised a significant influence on them, and they use these past teachers
as role models. .For Ferris, teacher praise was important:

I needed that praise from Mrs. Carpenter in the,11th grade. I rea161
needed that praise to spin- me dn. (July 30, 1990)

Dalton pattern's his teaching after a cheMistry teacher from his fresh-
men year at Middlebury College, who not only challenged students but
made it clear what was expected of them:

The thing Hiked about him was that he was very straightfOr-
ward, and I think that is what people say about me:..He made it
very clear what you were expected, to know...I considered, him a
model - always have and Itailored a lot of the ways I approach
my 'courses on the way he approached his. (March 1,4, 1990)

Nelson's life took direction when he was a community college student:

In high school I hated everything, and here I liked everything.
There was no one class I could pick out as. a favorite. I liked them

just loyed it. I had the best time. I met all kinds of people.
The teachers were great. And it was all the things that we hear from
our Students now: how they wish they could stay here for four years
instead' of _just two. And I felt that way when I was here. (March'
26,1990)

All of these professors, have tremendous admitation for some of their
former teachers who not only "made, Shakespeare come 'alive" or "caused
poetry to seem wonderful," but also helped to raise sttidents' level of
aspiration., The, faculty haven't forgotten, these past teachers, and they
credit them for their success.

The Profession: Teacher as Messiah
It became clear from the interviews and class observations that these'

,professors are more than just good at teaching. They arc also charismatic,
altruistic, and, at some leVel, sec themselves as messiahs: Clarification
is needed here on the concept of teacher as messiah.

"MeSsiah" means "a great liberator of a people.r The world's great-
est teachers (e.g., Jesus, Buddha, and Confucius) were messiahs. Corn
munity colleges attract many students who have experienced failure, drift,
and alienation and often look to a teacher for direction and inspiration.
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In this respect the teacher filk a significant void in the student's life and
it is at some level, messianic in nature. The community college class-
room is the secular pulpit for these teachers who, through their talents
and charisma, motivate their students' intellectual growth, evoke their
students' emotions, and improve their students' self-esteem. These tal-
ented faculty encourage students to find meaning in their lives, a sense
of purpose, a vision.

The teacher/messiah possesses a unique form of altruism, an.unself-
ish commitment to the welfare Of the student, approaching the Greek
"agape" unselfish loye and concern for others. Teaching is an ongo-
ing passion.:

Nelson talked about hiMself as liberator when he said:

I think more than the material that I teach in: the classi:oom, I
want to teach them somewhat of a philosophy on life..1 want them
to leave here motivated to make themselves, better, to go someplace
in life, ,to know that they have a_potential to end up good, to be
well off..-.and able to make something of themselves. A lot of them
don't even knOw"that they .can do that yet. They are not even, sure,
why -they are here. Many of them have been failures at everything
else. that they fiave'tried, and so if they can see success in some
small shape or form.;.I think in the' longrun,that is going.to help
them be better persons. I want, them,to have...,a philosOphy, on life
that, in addition to being positive about themselves, they will not
take,advantage of situations around them:. (April 22, 1990)

Harrington remarked:'

I said to 'my wife the other day, "There is something rewarding
about graduation day when one student .will.come up and shake your
hand and say 'thanks.'" Itsort of makes the whole year worth it. You
go away with a good feeling in your heart that you've-done some
thing :rightl;.That makes the whole job rewarding. (May 16,1990).

For the most part, the experiences faculty have'with students reinforce
their ,identity as teacher/messiah. This suggests that students haYe a
tremedous influence on their teachers. Faculty come to need. their stu-
dents as much, if not more, than the students need them. Ehle (1979),
talked about this dynamic when he said:,
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Teaehing is the presence of mind and person and body in rela-
tion to another...mind and persOn and body, a complex array of
mental,'sPirinial and physical acts affecting others. Moments of
direct interaction expand into the lives of both students,and teach:
'ers, keeping alive the desire to learn and the will to make learning
count. (p. 8)

Teaching not.only motivates, the professor's desire to learn, but it also
brings a strong sense of purpose'to the teacher. Students have the'key
roles in shaping the professor's self-iniage,

Singing, Preaching, and Teaching: The Need for an Audience
Like the singer/performer Who needs fans and the preacher who needs

a congregation, the faculty need students. They all need an audience.
Through their students, faculty solidify their place in the World. They
give meaning to their existence and celebrate their lives as speciai. Teach-
ing is the way these professors staj, in ;spiritual shape: It puts life in a
meaningful context; it gives perspective. Engels spoke 'about how inn:
Portant each class is:

Each class brings something else into my life and also helps me
with.nik own thinking, my own philosophy,my own ideas and at-

, titudes about particular things that are happening. (June 1 I, 1990) -

These teachers 'begin to Migs,claSsroom interaction when they have
been away from it over a summer break. They get excited abOut coming
back ito the'claSsrooin, where the success of a semester is an unknown
and the job ahead of them is difficult.'

Teaching strengthens their messiah identity. Through,interactiori with
students; faculty realize a sense of accomplishment; life takes on an added
dimension of importance and usefulness. A kind of immortality arises
from knowing that other lives have been changed for the better as a direct"
"result of their influence. Teaching is more than exciting for these teach-
ers. It's a raison d'etre, and these faculty are thrilled and gratified to know
that they are respected; remembered,'and often loved for their efforts.

SUMMARY
In addition to the data about effective community college teaching,

research reveals "hidden characteristics" that distinguish certain:faculty
as. particularly effective. These hidden. characteristics are for the most
shared by all the faculty in ,this study. These, facUlty members overcame',

r
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hardship and were drawn to the helping professions.' Their choice to
beCome teachers was partly influenced by past teachers. They' model their
teaching after past teachers and see themselves as messiahs with d spe
cial kind of devotion to students. To carry, out their perforrhances; these
teachers need a continual stream bf new students..And the more these
students exemplify their own experiences, the more excited and dedi:
cated these.faculty become. Whether they realize it or, not, these faculty
'have 'come to need-their students.

For these faculty, teaching is more than an occupation; it is a dedica-,
tion to leave the world a better place, an opportunity to make .a differ-
ence in another's life, dchance to enhance one's own life through a kind
of immortality,' that of remembrahce.

The community college does not offer its faculty the status, associated
with the university setting. But it does present 'an opportunity to reach-
a population' whose prospects for success may have been`narrowed un-
der stressful circumstances. The rewards to be reaped are based on 'al-
truism and a sense that one's life holds special meaning for a special
group. The effective' community college teacher is deePly gratified by
knowing' that he or she has invested, in another's future and will be af-
fectionately remembered for the effort.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE
This study is one of only a few studies on effective community college

teachers and 'their interactions with students. 'Similar' research at other col-
leges needs to be'completed to proVide the opportunity to compare findings.t
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A CALL FOR MANUSCRIPTS

The Pedagogy ComMittee once again, is sponsoring a journal of ar-
ticles on pedagogy written by faculty from the three colleges and the
Instituie to be distributed in the system and to colleges and universities
throughout the country. This is a wonderful opportunity to share your

.pedagogy with your peers. We encourage you to participate.
How do we define Pedagogyq Pedagogy is the study of teaching, even

more specifically, the methods and activities teachers use to aid students
:in leaiiiing. Your discussion of learning activities can be either theoreti

. cal or practical, or both.
What kinds of articles will we publish? The statement of purpose in

the definition of pedagogy says it all, but we are not limited to. class-
room practices. Articles might include what teachers arc .doing with
lessons, classes - anything that faculty feels is working for.them and are
willing to share with others. We.encourage facultjt to write.

For example, we are'interested in: ,

METHODS THAT HAVE WORKED FOR-YOU
FIRST PERSON STORIES ON TEACHING
METHODS DIFFERENT' FROM THE NORM'
REFLECTIONS ON TEACHING
METHODS THAT WORK FOR OUR STUDENTS
WRITING,ACROSS THE CURRICULUM
ASSESSMENT, TECHNIQUES

- USE OF. COMPUTERS /INTERNET IN TEACHING
PERFORMANCE BASED LEARNING IN COLLABORATIVE
LEARNING
BOOK REVIEWS ON PEDAGOGY
OTHER PEDAGOGICAL IDEAS

. The Pedagogy Committee is excited that the Commissionei- supporfs
our ambitioUs endeavor.

Show your support submit your manuscript to:
Patil Marashio .

NHCTC at Claremont
I College Drive'

Claremont, NH 03743

The deadline for, submissions is April", 2000 '
Enclosure: Writing' Style- Format Copyright
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Ming Styae) * Format * Copyri ht
How about writing style? Write to a group of intelligent profession

als who may not have the same background as yours. Treat your audi-
ence with respect and your topic with dignity. Feel free to employ first
and second person, but do not feel constrained to be colloquial. Avoid
sexist implications in your diction by referring to humanity, humans
or people rather than man or mankind. Usually awkward "he/she"
constructions can be avoided by recasting pronouns in the plural. Avoid
jargon, but if you must use technical language, supply a glossary or define
'as you go,along. Rather than using formal footnotes, append a brief list.
of recommended readin6 and/or resources, providing ordering informa-
tion where necessary charts and sub-heading are encouraged. In short,
make it understandable, practical, and useful.

Format? Type. or word-proceSsed, double-spaced on standard paper,
original or photocopy. Place your name and affiliation as you wish to
have it in print in the upper right-hand corner of the first page (no cover
sheet) along with our.mailing address and telephone number.,We can use
written material of any length with a minimum of one, page. Always retain

. a copy for your files. Do not submit a disk copy at this thne..Only with
the final_submission of your article will a disk be required. .

Copyright? With rare exceptions all material will be available to sub-
' scribers for personal non - profit- eclUcational- uses without permission.

Republication in any form, whether or not for profit, is the exclusive, right
. of the individual author and the editor. Upon republication the Pedagogy
Committee' requests the Pedagogy-Journal and System be cited. t.
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A Reminder from the
ERIC Clearinghouse for
Community Colleges. . .

Please submit your community college - related documents to
the ERIC database. We accept a wide range of kinds of
materials, including:

*Reports and Manuals

*Presentation Papers

*Curricular Materials

The main stipulations are that the document must have
substantive content and narrative text (not only tables or
copies of slides) and must be 5 pages in length.

Please fill out the release form on the opposite side of this flyer
and mail your documents to:

1(---ERIC Clearinghouse for Community Colleges
UCLA

3051 Moore Hall, Box 951521
Los Angeles, CA 90095-1521

800/832-8256 phone, 310/206-8095 fax
ericccaq@ucla.edu


